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f®vievr of the Literature 
Varioue inve2tigatora havo from timo to tine 
attempted to prove or diaprovo that the penetration 
of the okin or the uiaooca of the Castro-intoattha]. 
tract bj parazitlo h©1ritnthu ibcilitataa the entry r 
of pathodenio bacteria or viruoen into the body of 
the hoot. 
Doßnoit and Culn (1698) »ublichod a ohort 
account of a cerioun epizootic occurrii in tho South 
teat of Franc© aonnot sheep and cattle. Doathc 
were, chiefly duo to 'I ociolianio and haoaorrhacio 
oeptio&emia. 'These authors concluded that internal 
paraoi txcn brth n about a condition prcdiOpQ3tn animmID 
to microbian infootion by cauQtn local injury. 
LicnniGro3 (189a) asooaiated iiaoriorrha, io ßOpticae6ia 
of cheap with verminous bronchitis sand `cactritia. 
The infection vat suppoced to bo aaoioted by th© 
injuries to. the ruzcouu membrane im. -posed by the viorrm* 
Gay ' (1Jto) recovered 'variation 'of orSanic'ma In 
seven Cason of fiotuloun vitho2a. Those' wuro a 
etXreptoo, öccua and a microooocue. ' In"two , carne of 
poll' -evil a atreptoooooun 'and 'a'microooacua teer© 
cultured. ' , ro'speo t, ively. ' 
2. 
" ihure and rarotel (1902) examining the caocal 
leaionu produced by otrongyloo of equines stated 
that certain of these lesions are infected, and 
around them there aro large inflammatory fool. infooted 
with bactoria - miarococei,, otroptooooai, and ovoid 
bactoria. 
ietchnikoff -(1906) ©uagooted that helmintho 
may inoculate the intootinal tract with bacteria 
thus setting up bacterial infection. * At firnt hits 
theory tae mat with strong opposition but he porot8tod 
in his roaoarcheo and montionod particularly the 
role played. by intestinal parasites in causing, 
appendicitis. 
BacL©t and Carr( (1907) do monatrated that the 
intestinal wall of the dop could be rendered poruoable 
to the oöoous of ? athis through a previous injury 
with drantio - purgativos. from this CarrE (1948) 
stated-that oimilar ©ffeots may be produced through 
lesions caused by ancaride in the dos, and other"-' 
intestinal -paraoitoe in sheep. I10 tried a: seriäs of 
-experiments to roproduno Aynaudf o rbotrionVoosio of 
"eheep*'by° foodin them with large quantitiou of the 
causal organism. E1eo©n*µlanbs born' and reared at the 
3. 
t 
laboratory. were " used. far- hits first attempt to }grove 
this thoory, but ho iao not successful-* In a second 
atterpt one of six lambo betaue infected. Theos six 
lariba were harbourinj intestinal cocaidia and worn, 
and it gas thought that parasites ray hale been 
r®©poneiblo for the succceoful infection. 
IToirrborg (1901) gave a detailed microscopic 
description of twenty-three cases of-ceeophogo- 
dtomia®it in various opocios of apess lie vBintained 
that sometimes ruptured-cysts-became infected with 
bacteria from the intestinal tract and-ulceration 
followed. He *ta of the opinion that.. death va a due 
to eoptioaeDia, and not to eub©tancen secreted bj the 
wor=. 110 failed to recover ark bacteria from the 
blood. beoauec he did-. not ®eleat the proper media for 
th®ir: cuitivation. 
Dutcher and thitmarsh (1915) terc oucooaotul in 
cultivatitig from the blood and exudate fluid in ., 
sixteen cages of filaric is (elephant iaoie, lymph- 
an1tie, etc. ) a bacillus reoeablisý;;, B. subtiilto. 
Controls ware negative. They proposed the name 
)sinus -l7c niawitiß for, this organism and believed 
it. to be s tho -.. ©ause-. of, diseasee- grouped under rilariauie. 
4. 
Jacobsen in 1915 reported a aase of n three- 
yoare-o1d giz1 rhho suffered from repeated attacks of 
aucariaoio for six montho. Anthslmintic trogt ont 
rave tranolent improvement. no performed laparotoit 
Which rovoalod gonoralicod peritonitis cau®od bi the 
aacaris porforatina the int®otinal vn11« The child 
died coven houra after the operationg and at auf opey 
ho found that the oorz on bile duct ran ocoludod and 
tho liver perforated throe ; bout by to accarido, 
cauotn abncoosea and destruotion of the tiusu©s. 
Its removed forty-nine vrorro from tho, liver tissue !. 
ninety-Your from the intestinal canal. 
Lenei u (1915) noted that otror l$o in the horse 
could produce the effeoto of a toxic natura 
okaractorizod, an elevation of temperature oomatirits 
more than 40°C9 but he conduoted no baoteriological 
exatiixat i on. 
ßt®pbons (1016) quoting 3 uornhotti and Caltykow 
stated that then ascurid worriic infect the biliax r 
pa3ca es they introduce intestinal bacteria Bettina 
vg liver absoeecee., 
loos and Lambient (191ß) stated that they produced 
a Connera1iaed tuberculosis infection in a guinea- 
50 
piL by placing on a thavod area of the skin a uusipon ion 
of Ancyloox off larvae together with sputum containing, 
the bacilli. In another experiment they used n. anthraoie 
in the mares y and infection vas very rosdily produced. 
The authors are of the opinion trat, in addition tb 
the direct inoculation of baot©ria such au e 
experimentally obtained by than, the Aney1ost ©rrn 
larvae ray not in a more important ray an carriers of 
baotorial dtcacee-from tho fasces of infected persons 
to other boote. 
ßoboon (19113) reported the presence of filarial 
rorrn of the withers of equines in Australia. no 
believed that none of the infected animls developed 
true fistulae of the withers by '"lodgement of otrey 
pus gcrw on the already infla=d, vorm-infofltod area". 
Do Beck and Daudet (1020) carried out come 
controlled experiments to ascertain thothor Strongloidos 
larv4e can take with thorn bacterial infection through 
the skin. In the first oxpcrit nt the abdominal akin 
of a Guinea-ºpig as ehaved and a mixture of itron i1oide® 
, __, # larvae 
and 
. Star-hylococoua rureue tore pipottod 
on to the akin. ' After five minutes they disinfected 
the eitep with acap and tincture of iodine. A piece 
of skin e exoieod under sterile conditions and, 
6" 
cultivate on throe u ar platen. Two 'days- later -they 
recovered colonies of 2a1Dhvlocooauo sureuo in large 
numbers. 
In a second experiment they removed hair fron the 
back of two rabbits using barium oulphide in order 
not to damage the akin, ' The prepared aita was treated 
with a suspension of fowl cholera bacillus and after 
quarter of an hour they aiplied larvae to the akin 
of one of the two rabbits. Later they disinfected 
the uiin ußirZ soap, tincture of iodine, and collodion 
iodoforra. The rabbit vtich use treated with bacteria 
and larva's died after forty-eight hours, Chile the 
control tWch had bacteria only remained alive., 
In a third exporiT©nt two guinea-pigs were treated 
with anthrax bacilli takin; the same precautions as 
in the `previous experiment* Fifteen minutes later 
larvae were applied to the skin of one of the , uinea- 
pigsa v&ich died of anthrax two days later,, thile the 
control xerimed elive, 
in a. fourth experiment the hair on the back of 
two `mice V&3 clipped and the' skin- darzped - with a 
suspension of bacillus of swine er aipe1a$., - Larvae 
were added -to -the oite of infection of one of- them, 
and trio okin dieinfeotod-as b©fore. Three days later 
To 
tho mouse rhioh was infected with larvae axed bacteria 
died of swine erysipelas eil® the control remained 
alive. 
Troct these experitonte the authors concluded that 
the larvao durin their Invasion or the hoot oarry 
athoZenic bacteria which could infect an and ani . e.. 
uIalu. (1920) In an artidle on pazanite© and 
parasitic. dinoasoa of whoop mentioned the presence of 
O ophagootorrnm cysts containin. yollollinh or greenish 
necrotic matorial *&sich 'may be of a caseoun or calcareous 
nature. Ito ascribed the ooriplicationc produced by 
the worms to large_ portions. of the intestinal icous 
membrane boing rendered f nctionless by the lesions 
produced therein by the parasites and the' aboorption 
of twUo aubstancea secreted by the worms 'and from the 
necrotic vnt©rlal of -the 
loeions produced by the 
parasite. 
, 'heiler 
(1c121) decaribod the post mortera appearances 
of ooaophat ostomiaaia in cheep as those of a pronounced 
an .o 
ia, Y3ydrctaI is an Doroua atrophy of fat. .. 
Ilodul©s 
were present in. the ßm11 and large ßntentine. He 
classified, the three types of nodules as (1) reddish 
nodule which. is the young nodule, (2) green nodule 
eich contains Green puo, (3) the hard nodule in vhich 
8. 
calcification has taken place. This author otated- 
that there are two ©erioun complications rhich may 
ariee as a result of the nodular worin infestation, 
intuoauscseption und coptic infection of the oorou$ 
cavities. 
lirucipt (1922) recognized four types of pathological 
procoouea produced 'brr the prooonce of Thcalola r@ration 
in the biliarg paaeagest- 
(1) destruättve 
mechanico. 
(3) ? irritative- 
(4) toxic and bacterioferous action, due -to 
general absorption into the system of toxic byproducts 
mid invasion of bacteria into ulcerated u eau. 
Casliok (1922) examined the lfgamenta nuchas of 
twenty-four horses, one uule, *and one' colt. 110 found 
that twenty-four of these ligaments contained Onchocerca 
and showed Ralcification. Twenty-four of - theao 
ligaments were infested at the withers; sixteen at the 
poll and sixteen throughout the entire ligan ont. The 
hoot `distinctive lesion of infested ligaments "2. s 
calcifioation, '-a"char e thich-us well as parasitism 
almWis affected the -flunioulaarportion of the ligat entum 
nußha$a 
Or 
Van Volkonberg (1923) studied calcification of 
the 1igrarontum nuchae of the horses He recovered a 
parasite resembling Onchocerea cervicalts fram twenty- 
two ligaments out of 102 cases exathnedo flu made 
cultures from forty liganent© and 13, coli, =orenes 
albue and )wy, Ones a reus sere Isolated from 
thirtoan caeon. The rest ire sterile* 
Loipor (1024) oo antina on present-da teaching 
of holminthology in relation to public health atated 
that althou ,h 
intonoo infestation does cause death, 
hookworm does hoot harm by loworin the srorl. inn 
efficiency of the infected and renderinrj them more 
Susceptible to interourrent bacterial infection. 
/ynaud (1926) roaorded a Bradoot tumour . 3n a 
heifer belox , in to a herd infeoted with verminous 
bronchitis. On cutting into the tumour he, reoovered 
nematode larvae. Between 'obruary and Porch he observed 
an epidemic diseaee of sheer, blackleg, and Brust' 
also kno= in Europo ao "do Bradoot 1Ohiah was cor"mon 
in the North of Europe and Australia but not- in Prance* 
in three anicalo shish he 'Was asked to examine ho 
noticed the presence of stro d le" as : ell as other 
larvae in the rumen. These findings led him to bolieva 
that blackleg and Bradoot nay be inocülzLtcd by werke. 
1Q. 
Joeot (1926) described the young nodule of 
oonophagootomiasis an conoißtin , trainly_ of 
lymphocytes, 
togother with tho Ocoaphcscototu lam. in a s1n. tivo1 
sr-all amount of brocon tiacuo in uhiohh ooainojhilca 
are pracont, fibroblaato surround thin-central rasa. 
Them your, nodules are situated i adiatoly under the 
ruscularia r, =co e. ih4 larvae c'ay rii rz to into the 
sub- oouo tissuca and the nodu1ci underCo caseation 
and necrosis, ulcers somotiioa devolopin;. 
Eoidzumi (1927) reported that Meerei at a1o infected 
guinoa"pigs3 with Asari larvae and novonteen day's 
later, avo there an intra»peritoneal injection Of tubercle 
bacilli. The results ticb they obtained were that 
controls became more tcverely infected with tuberculosis 
than did thoco which had been infected with 1`. m caario. 
Biester and . iurray 
(1928) found that the lesions 
produced in healthy ovine are lese advarced than those 
in zub-nor l cub, jeoto. Thoy boliovod that tho ßtunte& 
growth of tha Pias was duo to . &nearto lurnbriooiden 
and that the paranite played a direct part in the 
production of advanced lesions: 
Carre (1929) attributed a Very Important role to 
intestinalparazite's in facilitating bacterial infection 
by producinZ injurieq of the t coca of the alimentary 
tract. 
U. 
Davis (1928) oboarved' that hor©es used continuoufl3, v 
in cities are seldom affected with fiotuloua waithere 
and ctutod "I should may that u hundred agricultural 
horses are affected for every one used constantly in 
town vrork, and never turned out to gra83". lie bolioved 
that tho condition in infectious as glanders or 
tuberouloeio. 
Edgar (1928) damonstrated the presence of c'ls 
oed©ratiens in the liver of apparently healthy cheep 
in "Black disease" aroae. fie su ; e©ted tat tho 
t ovemartt of immature aukes damage the liver-and set 
up tho di3eace. The -diaoase Mac Drodaced experimontally 
in cheep, tf feeding them on toxin free eporea of cl 
' oederattone, and the cercoxiae of 1eoiola hepatica. 
The author concluded, that the orraninna probably 
penetrate the liver' with the-flukes in their migrations 
and that the bacteria multiply in the necrotic- foci 
resulting from the parasitic Invasion Civina rioo to 
a rapidly fatal bacterial toxaemia, 
Rayon (1929) dealing with", an outbicak, among fowls 
3U aested that tra stye infsstation with Tavainea 
pro ; löttina bringe about -a condition sit . lar to 
paacalysia and leuaaeciia of fowls. 
i2. 
. 
Joyeux and Baer (1029) carried out come ezporiment$ 
cu tho tranßforonao' of the plarooorcoids of Di hyllo- 
bothrium ranarium and observed that in apito of the 
Great injury T xich azi ht have been caused by the 
1arvv1. stage of this parasite while paoaini throach 
the ills of the utomah or the intestine, no baotorial 
invaoion two noticed in the poritoneun. These authors 
claim to have proved that sparcanum produces a bactericide 
thich is capable of inhibiting the growth of baotoric, 
in broth toc4ia. 
1amanishi (1929) reporttnZ on the entrance of 
pa hoüonic bacilli incidental to 1ercut n OUc infection 
with hookworm expressed tho opinion that in percrrtanoou3 
infection with Acy1o_ stogy brae, be, cilli' adhering 
to the' larvao My' be ca=Jed into the human body arx 
infections with the bacilli ray result. Ile raported 
the frequent ocourrönce of infectious diseases as well 
as ancylostorfliasis in Formosa, lie recovered various 
bai11i such as B. c41i. oomr B. oubtiUe, 
3* ocýrZneouo, s rn iy1ooocai and st too o Qai from _ry 
the, surface of Aneylomtotra larvae. - die stated that the 
bacilli were-adherent I to the surface of the larvae 
tzs Ion as they were on- the soll. 110 washed the larvae 
13. 
with distilled star and olaiged that the 1octeria 
wäro not rorioved by waerin3 in distilled rater or by 
passage through agar or by their ponetration through 
the skin. This author believed that the penetration 
of Ancylontorn larvao into tho human body will curry 
the adhering bacilli Trith it. Ile could not find are 
bacilli within the larvae but he c orr. enteil on the 
prosenco of a ferment with bactericidal proportion in 
the Ano4loot oma larvae. 
Von Below (1029) desoribod a case thich me 
$uceuted W the circumstances to be an inactive 
'Pulmonary tuberculosis rich vas reactivated b7 the 
pazaaao of hookworm larvae through the worms. Ho 
bolleved that the larvae 3ometires carry tuber- 
culooi3 from mooted : faeces to a new victim. 
Ackert and O'UeaY (1930) examirod twelve liganenta 
nuchao fron various animals and ton of the ligamonte 
shored either Portion© of the 
, 
parasitic worn Onchoceron 
cervicalto or ca7. oified arcao oharaot©ristic of provious 
ihfeotationa with this parasite. Ito did not mention 
botäria 'in relation with the parasite* 
Maoaet "and: oulin (3930) observed the death within 
three data or your ; rules infeoted with ctroncyloo.. 
At the autoDotoa the deaths were round to be due to 
14. 
cols bacillary ooptioaer4a. :. iaroscopic invoati ction 
oonfirrod the preßence of considerable nuriboro of 
bacterial colonies in the abdominal cavitios and different 
organs of the body. 'these authors stated that t #o 
preconce of T3 coil in the different organs in a proof 
of the rolo played by the parasite in invading tho 
caccal va11 and thus allowing the bacteria to invade 
the tissue via the lesions Caused by the Urcris. 
pitch ate (1030) examined na plea of scrum 
from seven cases of poll evil c. rd thirty-seven of 
fictuloua others for agglutination oainat Trucolla 
aboý tun. In all tho cases of poll evil the ti. tren 
ranted from 1 in 50 . to 1 in 1000. Puo ran not obtained 
from any of theno 1©aiono for ? otoriolo, ý, ica1 exatinatton. 
Of the thirty-cevon caeea of fiotuloun withers orr , 
fined, 
four showed no a; glutinino at 1 in 50, but two of theec 
had reooverod two years or more; tim reminder reacted 
at from 1 in 100-to 1 in 1000. In nine of these caoae 
bacteriological examination of the pint was trade and' 
from three of them Brucella abortuo was obtained. 
--, -Turner 1930) vrao able to Dhow that in "black - 
disease" the: nooes$ary conditions for the Crobth of 
ci. oeder: *tiensfti . organiars- were "found in the necrotic 
I. 
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areas producod try Invasion of the liver with- thevanderir 
it titre liver flukoo, a_ 1_hepatica. In theso 
areas tho organisrs tultipliod and Sam rise to a toxin 
rhich ras r©oponsib1o for the diccaso. 
Kinoley (1931) referred to o©ßophaZootoxiaaia 
and haanorrha&io ooptioaomia in atoors, fib roported 
a steer th ich had died and at autopcp found oxtonuive 
ýzoro. go1attnoue infiltration in the cerrical roý; ion. IL a 
Tho infiltration extended into tho pootoral re, ion and 
ohowwod nu rouD or7. l haeaorrhaCoo. Thoro =a come 
evidence of oooophadootoniania. -Laboratory tests of 
heart blood and ooro-Colatinoua material fron the 
corvidal region rovoalod the presence of b! -polar 
ort antflne.. From tho findin u ho ausuried that int©atinal 
parasitism ran the prime cause of the dicocDo and 
that haeaorthagic septicaemia caused the death of the 
animal. 
Traylor and Purchaoo (1031) carried, out oo o 
experiments to ascertain whether neratodo larvae in 
penetrating the intestinal 1Uoosa- plcy any part in 
naoistix ;, pathogenic bacteria to invade the host from 
t . ®+ ivcmen of the bow4? 4. 
In the first experiment they fed trelvo Guinea. 
pi ;o . th a suspension of a vci otativ© fora of 1. 
16. 
anthracis and Auoaris 1umbricoidea eg containing 
inrevtlye larvae. mother twelve guinea-pi 4 received 
the saw doses of bacteria` only. 
In the cccond experiment they used anthrax oporen 
and A. ný ©gj$. 
In the third experiment, they fed zlg nuipogtifer 
and Asc_ý___ariýa eggs, to rabbits and bacteria only to controls, 
In the fourth experiment they inoreaoed the done 
of bacteria used in tho third experiment, They ß1aimod 
that thö resulto which they. obtained Were complotoly 
negative and that the conditions of Choir exporitnonto 
were designed in euch. a way an to provide for tho paooage 
of pathoaonia bacteria aloa, the intestinal tract 
during the time large numbers of nematode larvae were 
actively penetrating the. uicosa. The reason they 
" su este . for this result Was that the injury unused 
by the paasaZe of the minute larvae throu h the tiocues 
an insufficient to permit the ingress of sufficiont 
bacteria to brio about infection. 
Carno and Rose (1932) invoatieated the relation 
hatwecn casecun lyTphadenitio and nodular worn 
0. c oluabfnr üum in sheep. 'Five lanba mere sirxltano ouely 
drenched with bacterial . cultures of 
Preinz ; iocard 
baoilluß and lamme of 0, oolurnbianut The bacterial 
organism t: ao rocovered fron one raconteric gland in 
one lamb only: although the nodular disease vas well 
marked in the others. Twelve abdominal glands and 
three livers vero invaded br tho paraolto but all of 
than woro ct'crile, ThoDo authoro balievo that the 
injurics cauoed to tho intootinul wall bj the parasite 
are not a co=on way of entry of tha organisms under 
natural conditions. 
normotto and rti r (1932) In Auatm1iz examined 
the serum ofa chronic cave of fictuloue withora and 
found that it agglutinated f3ruoella abortue uzt 1 in 
100. They serum of a second" case frith "bursitis at the 
withers" and a much enlarged un-o; eued'buran at the 
poll, agglutinated at 1 In 20009 As controls ßor$. 
from three normal horses and from two affoctod with 
"quitter" were exar tnect. Four t 1utirrested at' l in 
20 äM the fifth was negative. 
Dickaunc (1932) has reoovered a cpeciaa of 
c-n&oOerca (t.. ficxuo in oubcutanoouo abuceao ma 
dyer. 
Lefloux (1932) stated "Aeoently Y obacrvoä caß®e 
of" Quarter Evil In'cattle"'t%htch had evidently become 
1©s 
infected with the oz anieri of that diooaoo through 
the agency of liver i'luko . 
found on the grsýso. " 
I a=nieht (1932) carried out &erout cue infection 
with Necator amoricanus (15Oi. 704 =tore larvae) on 
three person. A tow minutes after th+o application 
of the larvae, t 
the site of infection began to itch and 
two bourn later there appeared numerous red spots thich 
turned into papules after oevezal dayso in one p©roon 
a number of -ab3cee®em developed from thoco Fapuler. 
The author maintains that this haft an important bearing 
on the role that bacteria are -introduced 
IV the 
pone tratin larvae. 2o 
iu.. 
TaY al» O 
found 
adheritn to the larvae and were recovered in pure 
oulturoo from the pus of these absoeeaes. 
Baaaet. and, 2Ioulin (1933) stated that r rotel on 
examining. woundn_ cause& by citron ; y1ca in the caccum 
of equines found that oomo of thece wounds were infected 
with bacteria *- microaoccuc, ntreptooocous, and ovoid 
bacteria. They mentioned that in Germarq-nuneroua 
authors (asoo, Otto, etc. ). reported cases of septicaemia, 
of a verminoua. origin in foals. They mentioned 
132 viacomum as, one of the bacteria «hich they recovered. 
Bauset and Uoulin conducted same exporitents on, young 
19. 
. 
c oleo to study, the role of septicaemia due to 33. colt 
and 33. visaosum They concluded that-in young equines 
otrox les of the intestine if present in large numbers 
cause inflammation of the tnoooa of the inteutinal, v all - 
thus poruittinrj the irwaaton of 'hose organ3 by bacteria 
caumin3 septicaemia and death. In cases in which tho 
paraoitic holainths ar© vary fow they connidar it vory 
doubtful that the paraoity predispo3oä the anitnl to 
oapticaemia. They recovered , 
co1i and. 'U. vimoo 
from the oepticaac. ia noticed in -paruaiticod miles* 
Retch (1933) fed largo numbers of embryonatod 
e ;; e of Moa_ in wnbrtc of de© and of " rarascarie ec uorums, 
toZother with cultur©o of anaerobic pathogenic baotexcia 
to Guinea-piga. if ras found that theoelarvae durin3 
their usual rsigrationo did not infect the tissuoo with 
these pathogenic organisms except in One 'ant i. V 
Z: offat Thomoon, et 1. (1933) stated %Onchoccrooaia 
appears to be very coon in cattle. T species of 
Cnefjoa_rao., occur,, One ' zi `octin, tho muaculaturc and 
camewhat oluitlating cynticerco3ia and the other infesting 
connective ticou©o in tho region of j ointo. There 
iu a. `pre3umpti6n 'that the joint s llin; a hitherto 
known as -Lob-lino Miseaso are to be ascribed to this 
20" 
causes * La Roux in a personal coz tnication told 
that ? 3r. abortua ruo i3olatod fron thoco 1ontoru . 
Storard (1433) found that twenty horn ea cut of 
thirty 2ufforirn ; from fietulouo tmithora and poll ovii 
rare infootod with Onohoaorco ce ricalia. The results 
of the examination of fifty-threw cacea show that 
thirty-eitjht harboured the parmnito. Thero m as no 
ant ion of any bacterioio&; ical ezarainat ion. 
Steward (1934) examined thirty horno suffering 
from fietulouo withers and poll evil and Onchoaerca 
cnrvicalic was present in sixty-nix per cent of them. 
no irx ootigated tho possible relation of Brucello. abortuB 
to the diccaoo. The discharge from twelve cases Were 
cultured and brucolla abortus wate obtaincd from only 
ono case. 
Wooldrid, Ce (1934) referring to fistalouß withorD 
mentioned that "in corms in3tanceD, howevar, infection' 
appears to havo occurred by ray of the blood atrean 
with streptocccci or with Brucella abortue, vhile the 
privary cause in. other Oasen is a nematode wor p. 
ý'ýYkSt e. 
_. " 
(t n orct corvionlta}. 
°'ý8everidge (1934) ou ; eoted in his preliriinary work 
on foot rot in sheep that porcutanoous infection with 
d 
21f . 
I 
larvae of onv1oid e vavilloeue. my provide a xeane 
of entry for the causal organism Bacillus necrophorue. 
11o considers that this may be the o on mon way in thich 
the dieeaee is' cet; up in the field and suggested that 
the skin lesions produced by the application of lit. 
npiilosue larvae indUoate that percutanoouo infection 
with this -nematode ray also provide a way of entry for 
bactoria causing other dieeasee of sheep. It in apparent 
From his observations on the opidemiolor of the dioeaso 
that near contamination with the causal organiou, 
Y-batevor" it try bei is not suffio lent to produce root ._ 
rot under all conditions. The diaeaoo ban boen Draduced 
experimentally. by soarifioation of the skin of the 
intordigital apace and application of pu* from natural 
. lesions; "or_oulturoa of B. necrophorus isolated from 
gfoot : legions, but where no noarifioations vere carried 
out the xesulte Were irregular. . 
Wooldridge : {1934) , describing the disease of-toot 
rot in sheep -blames the presence of a micro-organism 
in_, the 0010 mich, gains 
, 
entrance 
,to 
the nubo orneal 
tissue. and ; there: produces - its1patho(enia effects. Ho 
auggoets; that. a favourite habitat of the organism is 
22f 
vet or mrshy placesp especially thooe soiled with an 
accumulation of excrota ouch as dirty folds. Men, one 
cape of the discaao appcars in such a place it rapidly 
oprca s through the flock. lie mentions that D. necrosis 
is usually found in the lesion and be believes that 
its entrance in secondary. 
1. tegrave (1935) stated that out of 242 children 
coined at the child clinic in Louth Irish Free 
Ztate, 151 were infected with ecaris anäfor 'Frichuriv. 
The rajority of the infected cases were under coven 
years of age. I: uagrav© eugZooted that the larval Aßß 
rcay * aid the paseaae of tubercle bacilli through the 
intestinal wall at the time of si; ration. 
Lo Roux (1935) reported . that ea apocies of tsnno o"" 
ccroa thich. appears to be . identical with 
the mp©oiea 
considered to bo, the causal factor, of Lobknee in cattle 
ware oollenteal. from the cone©oteve tisDuo in the leas 
of two duikero* three reodbuok and one roan antelope 
bull. The latter vas sufforin3 from a well cd. evoloped 
Lobknee lesion. '. Trrom-peraonal coniiinioation Le Roux 
has stated that ßruoella abortue t'as isolated from 
these 
. 
lemons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3toward (1935) examinod 49 canes of fthtulous 
vithera and. poll evil and au ested the following 
claccification of the typ©a of nuohal diseanas.. 
(1) cnchocerca - infoct©d cases without coccndary 
infection. The accent y infection =y occur cub- 
acquently and ßn11 almost certainly follow exploratory 
or operative interference. 
(2) Oncrocoraa - infected oases plus Br. abortun 
infootion. These may later dovelop into the third 
type of infection Uritb }yo , epic or z nions' oaourrir . 
_ 
(3) Onohocorca - Infection plus secondary pyogenio 
infections. um'. 'tdth streptococci or ßttLpbylococciw 
(4) Infection with pto cnia organiocns alonc* 
Thooe are probably the euporficiul or non-typical 
caaoa, possibly of trauratio oriiin. 
(5) A possible fifth type# infected with 
abortue alone or complicated 'with secondary pyoZenio 
infection. 
Steward bolievc3 that exa inationc for Dicrofilaria 
that give negative rosulto can not be held to.. exclude 
the presence of the aorta, because in his opinion thoce 
any be present as immature live cpeciuiono or dead adults. 
I 
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Taylor (1935)'carried-cut some experiments with 
parasites of Jra. rhi$iu strigonum and Trichontro=- lus -.,.. 
retortaeforinis, in -order to ýproduco extensive vroundo 
in tho tissues, and B. auipostifer -of 'hich a 
fatal .. c 
infoction can easily be produced by the. adniiniotration 
of a sufficient 4oao-of a; broth culture per on. 
In the firnt experiment tzenty, four rabbits wero 
divid'4 into two equal groups.. The first group received 
tho üraphtdiüm larvae on nine occasions opread ovor. a.., - 
period of eleven weeks. Fifteen days, -after 
the. laot 
dooo of larvae all`twenty-four rabbits received through 
the atorxnch "tuba, a dose of broth -culturo. of virulent 
B. cuiiestifcr. 
In his second experiment fifty. -one , rabbits were 
divided into two groupo, a toot" group-, of twenty-seven= 
änd a control group of twenty-four. The test group 
imß sub-divided into, three equal groups of -nine t 
ich 
cuboequcntiy received dooen of infective larvae of 
retartaef'orrnio in 1thö -proportion . of one$ two, and four 
respectively, Three -doses, at intervals, of . 
three, 'days, 
werd -'Given -to ° tho rabbits in . the , test group.. Zi&hteen 
de; T$ =after' the -last -dose all rabbits, in the tost and 
co troI=croiii ' wreoeivcd ., orally, a doze of broth culture 
of B. auip©atifer. 
i 
/. 
1 
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The rocult he obtained indicated that the worms 
fail to play any part in introducing infection. Taylor 
concluded that "although the conditions in these 
cxperiinontn appear to*htLvo loon very favourable for the 
bacteria precont in the lumen of the bowel to invade 
the hoot through abraoiono of the walls caused by the 
parasitic tvorsi, the evidence of aooistance given by 
the wcrui, to the entry of bacteria hao not been 
obtained. " Ile thinks it highly probable that tho injuries 
cauced to the wall of tho bowel by parasitic worms do 
not play any ipportant part in creating bacterial 
infection" fror the lumen of the inteatino. 
`. oralen Otero` and Pönales Lebron (1936) demonstrated 
the prononco of o lutin1nc against haemolytic stropto- 
cocci in 68 patients suffering fror recurrent tropical 
Lymphe itis. ý They 'demonutrate8 the 'presence of 
agglutinins in normal 3pcreori i but in a lower concentration 
than in others infected with lyruphangitia. 1'any cases 
of tropical l thphangitis gave allergic reactions to 
akin' injnctionst of h eaolytic streptococcus, filtrate. 
Horny (1936) in French Guiana bas observed that 
ZOO, -' of'tha`caoea of tuberculosis were carriers of 
hookworms* there''was, a marked eoainophilia in about 
26. 
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5Of'0., The tubercle infection ran a similar course in 
paranitised and non-parasitised patients, 
roinson (1936) ougrgootod that the markedly benign 
character of tuberculosis locally found in mn and 
animals in r'adagaucar may in sow vay be associated 
with intonao helminthiasia. *Ile based that opinion 
on purely circumstantial evidence. 
In Pay's experience (1936) a culture from acute 
filiarial condition has boon noeativo for atraptocooai 
or othor bacteria. 
i'ourio (1937) carried out nomo experiments to 
invostigato the lesions of oeaopha ostomiasia in 
ý'" rte: " _ »_a 
.ý 
s",. 
n r_,. 
.,.. : .. s'p' 
Y: 
, ý` 
lasba. The author stated 'that there in no evidence 
that worts carry pathogenic bacteria with them durinZ. 
primary parasitic migration. The primary ni tind 
larvae may produce pathological changes in the nscouß 
membrane especially in severe infestations, co that 
baotorial invasion of the raucous nemlrane can take 
place from the lumen of the intestine and produce various 
forms of enteritis. Ile believed that if the anizale 
wore exposed to continuous infection on the pasture 
. 
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primary and secondary parasitic migration would probäbily '-" `'tee '-" w= 
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be iýrocont in many animals at the same time. In such 
27. 
cases bacterial invasion of the sub- uooea and the 
other tissues of the intestinal alle, deeper than the 
catccularin mucosae, can also occur and produce deep 
inflammtory processes in the intestinal tall and 
peritonitis in cases Chore the ßerosa becomes perforated. 
If entoritic is present the condition racy be a 
contributory factor in the production of diarrhoea, 
a characteristic of the diceaoee It in his belief 
that: "it is very difficult to aesoo© the importance 
or otherwise of the role played by bacteria in oceophago- 
©tomiasia. There In no doubt thntooever that the 
parasites can and do produce the death of the animal, 
in" cää©ä" Viere bacterial complications are not precont, 
but to jucke from the number of canes in which bacteria 
were shown to be present in the deeper portions of the 
intestinal wall, during the course of thin study, there F_ Vii. !"si_!. j ý', 
rust be quite a number of cases in Vieh bacteria are 
a considerable contributory factor in the production 
of nymptomn and of mortality, " 
le Roux (1937)N in the annual Report' (for the year 
1930) of the Veterinary Department, Government of 
Northern Rhodesia, reported that a specimen of Onchocerca 
-cervicalle an collected from the Liga entum nuchne of 
28. 
a horse that was itziportod. coo yoaro ago from 
Bechuanaland. The iorz mro extcnzively spread 
throe hout tho substance of the ligament and ware. not. _. 
encountered in the loose connective tiaßuaa surrcundinC 
the structure: Le Roux believed that this speoies 
vuc responsible for the abscess like formtion3, 
containinj otorile fluid, thich he obsorved. in . 
that 
country and olcothcrc in East Africa. 
Zrobor (1037) reported, -tuberculosis of tbo tcstio1os 
in a young pornon brought into hocpital for an operation. 
11relitairary invastigation phowod the prmsorae of 
Anoylostor eggs in the stool and a fair number of lauoo- 
oytos in the sediment of the urine. This author, judging; 
Soururto opinion, tbat tubarculomis and schiotoniaoia 
cr n . bo _ 
found in different organo aide ; 
bat, 
. lido, .. 
su ooted 
that in that case Ancylost oma was associated with 
tubarculonis of the tcsticleo and notChbourin;; organs. 
irartint (1937) .. sugj eeted : that accariasin cri 
prediaposo to poliourolitis. lie . had . noticed 
that 
children with . 
infantile paralysis scored to harbour 
round somas more frequently _ 
than did other children ,. 
thich are , not 
infected with this disease. 
29* 
Podyaaol knya and Dodova (1937) carried out some 
per3 enta to deteriiine -the`relätion:, betwmoný'the 
infestation- by `ta3cärid3 and ý'bactoriairinfection, 
lurýbri caliien. 'and-` sills ware used with mouso typhoid 
bacteria (B3a6t. Berslau) -and they- concluded-that" . t*qe 
uig'rat ing larvae produced an' earlier and more, severe ,.; ý 
bacterial in si`on than in the 'oonfröla. 
^ýmchraira (1938) " ro orted" that%a'-. aix"year"old girl 
died -of liver tnbscesses. in'.. hich several ascariäs were 
t`eund. One abscess "had opened in the spigastric - region$,: 
1caving a aiinuo- from which three sacarids had - escaped 
'hi1' Cho vab . tinder obserration in; the hospital, at 
which tiMo oh+_. had emaciation, fever, and. an, enlarged, 
liver. At autopsy there were _ still-, 
two worms, -In 
the 
cavity 'into ghich the sinus ran,, The, dilated, and 
inflamed bile duct3 'showed other--worms and there 'as one 
in the -duödonun. --° die , did'not icnontion -arty bacteriological 
ciaim naii-ön "ot'tho=-abooäe3. 
Stein, (1939) et ai.,; Studying the 
-possible,, rö 
e 
of `erido-paraditeo In'-the transmission of infectious 
-ar emlas, stated thrt `*orm , of 'the, genus :;; troy ay1us, 
`"iýröm ä cane "t-'equine iufeetious : anaes is contained the 
`viruýs=of hiä`"diaea e. Than they injected the saline 
30*' 
extract of the rashcd and r aoerated : worms . 
into a normal 
horde- they reproduced the 'disease. Similar infections 
made from cylicostoaoc: gavo'a negative re©u1t. : aline 
aaohingo of the worms before extraction proved to be 
negative thick indicated that the virus scan completely 
absent from th© external surface of the warms. 
Bauaannand Kment, (1941) gave a brief account of 
the . thologioal significance of Onchooerca- retiäulata 
und fiztulous vithera. They concluded that 0, rotieulata 
cauaca dato to the tiacuoa thich when examined nhow 
Dither an inflammation or pug or 'both. 
Popo (1941) demonstrated that the pig lung-worms y 
! otttstron yiur, e1om, * attrn and Chooroetron{ Ylus Dudondo- 
to tus were capable of harbouring swino influenza 
virus and of' tranamittin3 it--1"rora animal; '=to animal.. 
The virus --can rem in dormant in the he ltinth© for two 
years. The, virus vo : present 1. n' a benign form and 
come moans of provoking it Into activity ,s required. - 
lie,. wo g . riot°able 
to detect" the- presence' of the' virus 
by direct caeans' in either' the larval-lungworm, in' their 
annelid interzediate host, or in-adult lungrorin removed 
from-- nine' 1uxxae. °.. ý, 
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Spindler (1942) reported that Stron loides 
rangy may under certain conditions be roaponcible 
for the sudden death of pigs. he draw attention to 
the fact that Strongyloides 1orTa© Invade the 
ocardiur of pigs, and that partial heart block t 
follow such infection. He thought that there was a 
possibility that ' larva of S. otercoralie zmy penetrate 
the rVocardiuci of infected persons and cause ©imilar 
injuries. ITo mention vno made of the presence of 
t :. -aa 
bactoxia.; '' 
Fernando and Balasin ham (1943 report©d fourteen 
Cason 'suggestivo of encephalitis and one case of , 
meningitis 
in a. series of one hundred and sixty-two cases of 
acute ascariacio. 
Do Blieck and Jansen (1944) demonstrated that 
mice could be infected with Str. pyogenes, on applying 
this bacteria and Stronrt71otdoe westeri laryaä to their 
akin. Six minutes after the application of the brae, 
ftr, i, vo enea gras domonstrable in the sub-cutis. 
Eight out of nine mice infected ai aitonoously with 
the larvae died of pyo-ocpticaemia. They proved that 
it is possible to infect the sub-cutia of mice with 
32s 
evuili'An the-, came . nner. _ from their findings 
that`- toug; eateätthe roaatbilitg=}that ---tho tapontar öoua - 
infections, with. -Str. _ýýto one , ndý : ýý iý*s2la eauili s 
occurring In colt: -are also- broteht-. abput -Yin 'the `akin 
by:, =am westeri larva©., Canariew-were f nd -to 
be versa uacepti'b}. ® to. ) ic; e1la" oquili °U. on 1 otoi is 
and, larvae. of S. 'eflteri wore applied to their akin. 
Ozuttnor -- (1944) -- foul d that` seven öý ä- ýZird= . of 
T1ftecn'youn °c . tt1e were' caner `- cfý Gdrtncr .b . cillu 1", 
( a1r onella" enteritidis. " a nd. that -all" oven v ero in`--u " 
more- or. less'tadvanced° stage or liver fluke diceaso. =ýý 
Ila. concluded that this liver'-. fluke' Inrect . on . 
lowered' 
ret tntc oe- to' bacterial. -. infection-although the general 
condition` of -the anii la - ray LL still appear ealtl y; 
1 onak (1944a) examined' 1C70'ýtuber6ulouc' Tatienta 
for intestinal . garasites-, - iie stated that the ` incidence 
of mrauiteo -vaä highy-in. _the 
tuberculouu group; ý, Ira 
ozplaincd. this - no-. c.: reaoon" for' the ° eduoed `resiatunco 
to'-tubercle, -Infection brought ý about 'by . 
ýo F. äsaaitog 
and by Ze infection. -"vith', -tubero1e through1leaiona of 
tho..: into at inul;., u. f, 
. t°31011uk' (1944b) =had- ad . %ntoterod `Asa__, _ 
aria ant gon' :: 1-0- 
and-., at tenulited`, strain- oV. ochIi"ImidIllu8 'sub-cutaneously 
3 3'P 
into guinao. ýpig8 the, °aontrolo: havin , 
eithar one . ar 
the ; other: After nix days-bo domönstrat©d1an allergic 
reaction to Ascaria"in all guinea. -pigs which had received 
antigen. " The pr©son. oo of 'Accorris antigen delayed - tho'F 
onset'-'of -sonottivity to"tuborci Un''although 'it., inoreased 
tip©' nünbcr -` off' tubercular "le stone 'which were iapparcnt 
at autopsy 
Coppin'. -(1845) 'stated 'that, 'Dicrooocliur1 , 1aric;: 1atum 
(D `dandriticuim)'-often assooifted with ra aiola hepatica 
is -of * frequent occurrence in- 'ranee and that it cauo®o 
aavore lossee'acion abe®p. - Me -*drew attention-lo the 
rclation and-acoociation` botwcen Cl. 6addr. tiens 'vnd 
z$clola hcptLtfcr 'causing, mbinck idiccaßon.: 
Abdaliah (1946) raborted that oahintosoriaaiß 
pr©dispocoo.: tho urinary °traät'`°tö -microbic infection. ` ; '-"t 
The Moot -fraquent' orraniäms zhicb-io'recovcred were 
I. eoli, ; although ', I(. o; yr: neun, R. friedlandor, 
D. tvrhofi and pargtyn) onuf 'also occur. lie found 
that theco'. i1crö-organisms triy be prevent in'the absence 
of=-urinary bilhcrziaflia but 'in°a much--s=118r' 
porcentago of cosec -_ 'Ile c6ncider©d, two, ycars as the 
nini®um''poriod-. for' the'"duration-'of bilharzIasi a-infection 
i 1ich -, pIYed the vay-for microbic infection. 
ýý'ýF ,ýý". ýtýý. _ .. ý. 
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Black (1946) stated that coeinoghilia in found in 
_ ., b" ,, _ 
4r`ß 
q, F, ", ya, ` 
I". c , 
P; 
"' 
ýE 'v .rr'. " 
patients infected with tuberculosis as well as in 
patients infected with ancylostora. 
Gcrbtlukt (1946) studied the possible role of the 
migrating larvae of Ancari n lumbric oidoc and A 
lurbricoidon var. ctxum as carriers of the bacterial 
flö=ä of the' intestine and of pathogenic forms in a 
series of experiments conducted ön rice. lie found 
that larvae of nematodes cihich tochanically injure the 
cucouc r.. ozbrana of the inteetinc do not inoculate 
normal bacterial flora into the tinsuou of the bout. 
Frog his im ootigationu be concluded that Arc___ ar a 
larvae can introduce infection with Salmonella tyýhi- 
- .. 
NSF 
r, ._. 
F. 
. 
curium from a non-infective dose and that the larvae 
of nematodes cligratinR; via the intestine, liver, lunge, 
can introduce pnounococoi 'rzhich usually do not penetrate 
the intestine. 
lurny (1946) reported that out of 982 horses 
cxac inod 137 had" ftetulous withers. In thirteen of 
the latter it van shown by X-rays that the c'ondition- 
Was not duo to Onohocorea infection. In half of the 
reminder, ourgical operations revealed adult Onchocorca, 
In the rest larvae were found in the 1igat cntut nuchao. 
'A'her© -iaa no mention of any bacteriological examinations 
35. 
Gabathuler and Gabathuler (1947); in-their routine 
examination or a large number of patients ahowod that 
o$choceroiasis -is widospread , ixt Ulanga district and - 
is present in 38.91% of the -population. kýThoy noticecl 
the -presence of =sou]. = absoeoaes in association with 
Gnchooerca volvulu. - -- 41 
ßranona (1947) reported thc °preaence of. bydatid 
and. tuberculosis in the : 1ungs -of a 63'-ycaro -old patient.. 
- aonhout -(1947) recorded that -'rrichuris oyin in 
1or o numbers were athogenta for oi; ht.! montho old 
heifora. Bill clinical manifestations were carkcd 
a . oiation, weakness, roßtlessnoui' atariri coat,, 
arohod buck, sunken ayes, hind quarters and tail coiled 
with fasces, slight, oedezt, of the throat region da 
profuso watery diarrhoea with. air bubbles -in -the - 
diocolouredMexoreta.. One animal died fror peritonitis 
the ioosa, of-thich,:. gras , red-and slightly *swollen, 
punctifora hasmorrhages rºrere present in the sub-uoo: ra 
and the paraulto ran present in-larva numbera. ilo 
xiontioned, no bactoriologioal examination.. - 
yverton, -, icC oy,, and. Xoomcn (11947) carried out 
Como _experiment a, : on . the assoo ation 'of Trichinella 
npiralia and 3itiphocitio- choriomeningitin in nuinca.. 
36, 
pigs. They claimed that their findingä proväd that 
guinea-pigs, v ioh were infected with the virus and 
; ptchinelln criraiis, had acquired the virus and were 
capable of transmitting it to a new susceptible host, 
Trancuioaion resulted both when living larvae were fed 
to normal guinea-pigs and men triturated dead larvae 
wer© injected subcutaneously, Control experiments and 
other tests which they carried out wade it plain that the 
transmission of the virus was not due to ziere adherence 
of it to the outer surface of the larvae -but that these 
actually harboured the virus. 
Tykao (1947) reported that Accnris luribricoides 
wars found in 82.5º of 135 farms ore infectious 
paralysis of swine occurred. On SB farm rhero there 
was no infectious paralysis 10813 than half of the 
harboured Aeaarin lumbricoides. The author drew 
attention to the possibility that A. lumibricoiden is 
transmitting the virus of swine infectious paralysle. 
Voss (1947) described the pathology of fiotuloue 
withers in 68 horses produced bfr Oncrocerea infection., 
Two types of smelling were observed, those predominantly 
of connective tissue in which fistulae developed only 
in the late chronic stage and can be distinguished 
b. , 37ý - 
clinically fror fistulae.,, produced by: Bruaclla, ar. by, s 
sG 1ffionalia eboxtus eirui infection ;, alth u: , mi.: xe 
d f,, 
infection ma r'- occur#: .;: :ý .°.. 
".. Glasser and S'eitznor (1948) a'ýowed that 192ý, r, 
to 1.6% of cattle infected. yrith:. Iiver fluke were carriers 
of Gartner bacillus (Ealjgane. 1u enterttid1g). Cattle. 
with unaffected,. bile duo to. mnd. gall bladdoro were uuah 
loan likely to be carriers,, 1heyý emphasized=, the necessity 
for eradication of- liver 4 uke, Infoetaticn. afroct cattle. 
in 
-order, .t o_. rodi: 0e,: 
tho, numbar 
, 
qf S, Qnteritidi o 
Sto rt, : (1948)- rpportpd during the nutua of 1947. 
, twenty. sndderk deaths ampng., s"o band, Iambs, -rylrioh -ware 
invosatigatod, $t 1Kinne-, College laboratory,. 
- 
UUa'wca©t1o- 
upon . Tyne= Clooiridial organisms and irrnature. coio1& 
heptica together produced. the-rroas liver lesions = h,, 
characteristic,. of the: "ýB1a. ak diieaael, previously,, reported 
-from Australia-and $c otland. ; They author, pointed, out that 
carbon tetrachloride. , was; 
ineffective, against U4.. - 
rigrattnh 1t ture,. flukee: but. -thhat raccination against 
the clostridium infection has proved. valuable -, in --:. 
Auotralia, Ioweyeri,. the ultimate control of »block 
" äi ers Q" ra xbaund, up Stith the: contras of mollut3can. 
vectors of the fluke. 
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Thorzoa and Roos (1948) in a letter to the editor 
of the Veterinary Record stated "There in, then, every 
reason to suspect that the disease (Black disease) 
has a wide distribution in fluke infected districts 
and its possible prenonco tust now be considered in 
ovcrj investigation of cudden deaths among adult sboep 
duriu the autumn -and printer seasons, " 
Ril3on and Lilco (1948) stated that "black diaaaae" 
occurs amongat sheep in Australia, NOW South %alea! -and 
in certain parts of Germany : here it is termed brzxy. 
In Gormr; y two typos were recognized - (1) l endow 
braxy, affecting, mainly owes at pasture in Trull Watered 
valleys; And (2) Stall braxylp affecting chiefly', =ycuxg 
castrated lambs that were being fattened for market. 
In Australis. ' the , moadowý. tppe alone aeemod to be ao con. 
voll nouriabed. animalo were. affected.. Clinicttlly., tho 
course in; m©adow. braxy. vaa usually very acutes. aud the 
aninalo -v©ro often.:. rund deadbefore uuspicion. ot ý .. 
illness had` "beet.. zaroused, but in, -stall brat cyrptotns 
rxiaht bave , 
been-, prccont for twelve- houxa. beforo death. 
£cb. mination of fresh=.. carcasses, revealed the. preserca, _.,;.. 
of: subcutaneous-eng, orgecont, * iah ;: ade the skin a-, 
dark. colour°honce_,: the,; ter , 
black,. diceaoo. Bactcrto.. 
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1oa1ca1iy the liver showed large anaerobio bacilli 
C1ostrih im ootie . tienstn,, By a careful series of 
obcorvationa and oxpericonts Turner s . cb1o . 
to show 
that in "black disease" the neceseary conditions=for 
Growth of the causal organtam gare . 
found in-. the necrotic 
aroac produced by invasion of the 
, 
livor with wandering: 
ivx aturo liver specimens of huciola h tica. {. 
Accordtna to Iavi4ov (1949) 6apticaetia developing 
during; onahoc©raiaaio io. of chronic aharaoter. Gonsral 
intoxication in clue to the presence of iiotabolic 
biproduoto of the aranitel-bacterial- toxinal und 
diaintb ration of foreign protein in the blood. 
G©bauer (1049) baliovea. that fiatuloua 7ithorL 
duo to onchocaroiaoic are Icns. co=on tYah thorn duo 
to injuries caused by.. 2harneas. or aaddla. 
Tamiecon, (1949), 
_r©portect 
that 'imnaxture. nc1ola 
hopatioa in their migrations in the liver activate thö 
latent spores of al. ooderationnis in the: nec'otic foci 
and act up "Plack, discace". if:. rhaap. 
LBnniC. (1949) stataslthat most nodules of, O. 
colutbianun 
, 
tire, sterile.. The larvae may carry-bacteria 
into tho intestinal ßa11 and acute inflammation results, 
frequently follovea, ýby poritonitin if the resulting 
abscess opens into the poritonoal cavity. 
40* ... 
Dorgan and fiarrkina (1949) otati "Black `diseaBe 
is caused by Clostridium novyi It has been shown that 
in areas where the diacaoe occurs the organism ray be 
present in the livers of healthy sheep without the 
animals sufferin& , ill-effeotn. However, when the 
liver is dammed by the migrating trematodoo 'the bacteria 
become active and the taxinn are liberated tlhich reaült 
in the rapid death. " 
iaäh (1949) thinks that livery fluke infection is 
a primary cause aaena cattle carriers of Gartnor' bacillus 
(Salmonella enterittdlu). Be 'states that changes in 
the bile ducts or call bladder are not ooaential for the 
formation of *a rocervoir of bacteria in the Call 'bladder 
an Glasser and Wettzner (1948) have reported. 
Gonzalez (1950) wan in favour of the the ory` that 
thore may be- oox. relaticin betieon poliociyelitiä änd 
threadworrio. 
Ackert, Egerton and Hansen (1951) reported that 
chickens experimentally infected with A. Calli, ard 
ije'otöd with botuliriuo toxin (typeA) at the rat© öf 
rte. per Ra. body woi&ht ehöwed'. that. mortiblity 0.015 
was leas in paracittasä than in unparauitised birds. 
Birds %hich received A. galls and toxin had more worms 
. 
41, 
than thooo infoeted only with A. ja11i infection. Tho 
toxin apparently loworod the roniotanco to this nematode 
and the growth in longth of the fo=m1o worms was more 
rotardod than that of talon. 
B©aautyc1n and Woolf (1951) reported an incapzulated 
atoarid larva in the brain mbich n found in a child 
ulho died with clinical and morbid anatomical cvidenco 
of polioartolitin. ' Those authors are of the opinion 
that aocoriaoi3 may prodicpooo to poltot olitis. 
Cameron (1S51) roporting on the patholo r of 
oauophagostonnos states The adults of those ßpecico 
live normally in the large Intestine and appear to do 
comparatively little da 13©. The parasitic larvae of 
sorry apoeies -- perhaps of 311 -- develop© in the tnuOoaa 
of the intaatin© and have a conuidorable pathogentaity. 
This probably, in part at . cant., is due to baotorial 
action, the microbes ©nterir the lesion lade by the 
migratixr; larva. Bacterial contamination is very common 
and the. simplc holrrinthic nodule becomes converted into 
V. pyoj enic abca rn; this septic infection often spreads# 
rcnderir ; the condition one of the most carious of 
those initially produced by helhintho. " 
42" 
othore (1951) stated that "Black diceaceio. caused-, 
by young liver flukes. (1. cciola hepatica) when they. 
pierce the capsule of the liver.. The disease is not 
recognizable before death as the affected, sheep die, -.: -, at 
euddonly. Animals in good condition are soßt frequently 
afroctod. At post-mortem examination the liver showa 
irregular pale grey or, whito necrotic patchas vaz tinG ,,, 
in size up to the Giza of a. two-shilling p oco. w , Flic 
noticed that heavy 
Flohaas . 
mon, sheep do: occur co=only 
about January and February. 
i'. illcr (1951) stated that there are throe typos .,. 
of fluke diccaceuz 
(1) Acute fluke infection 
(2) Chronic 
(3) 'Black disease"* 
lie bolievcc that the encyctod flukes, rr regain on, -,,, 
, grans 
for many months and ifj ickcd upr by ohocp:. act to ,: 
fluke infection and "black dio@aaa" uny be, 'noenjn,. 
late %tinter. 
Wohrlin (1951) deooxibcd a cases of. uneacplaiuad 
moninZo-encephalitis in a twenty-five yearn old an 
mho vas recoveri! 1 from prim =7 tuberculosis of the 
/I 
w` ", :ý aý 
v: ý ý: ý 
,..: 
f 
.ý 
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lunge. tie considered that aeeariasia was responsible 
for both the roningea1 symptoms anI tho 1unC, infiltrations. 
Irma© and -"hoho 
(1952) rovtev ed the work of some 
auto ors on nematode invasion of the central nervous 
system , and oug oetod that in addition 
to the production 
of diocaoo by hoirnintho, noratade invasion my facilitate 
neurotropia virus infection. In the foot note they 
stated that, "The fact that a norntodo, and its lesions, 
are found in one part of the nervous synter, and evidence 
of virus infection to found in another would not 
necessarily exclude a connexion. A nocmtodo could act 
as a doctroyar of to blood-brain barrier in one region 
and thuts facilitate virus invasion, and than wander out 
and anaýy and penetrate another region 'hen a Otago of 
viraeria ran over. " 
Do Sa (1952) reporting bis oboervation on cacao 
of aycarta3io, montionod that obstruction to uoually 
in the 1ovor re¬tchoo of the ileum and =ay be associated 
with perforation in or above the obstructing, mass of 
worse. Peritoneal reaction to alightt with a serous 
effusion in contract to the purulent effusion in 
perforation of the appendix. He cug; ented that the 
perforation may be very minute and can occur apart 
from the obstruction and in come cases a localised 
aboceao may form. 
44. 
Cort, ßw.:, (in tn introduction to nci atolo r 
edited by `, 'hriotiev Part VI sott. lI p. 315) deals with 
to pathoZonicity of Trichuric trichiura and states 
", "he adult norms produce some injury to the intestinal 
cnucoea and whon present in large numbers may cause 
conoidorable inflar. ation, Therefore in heaviest canes 
thoy coq produce rather eevero intestinal disturbances. 
There is no real evidence that they serve as a "lanoot 
of infection" for other dicknass as auZi; estcd by tunt 
earlier workers (üuiart 1911) and their relation to the 
production of anemia in rather doubtful (Otto 1935; 
,;; -art2rolder 1939. In most cases their prosenco would 
pace unnoticed except for the finding of the characteristic 
ee, 6s in faocal examination. " 
Le Roux, lecturing about the influenco of the 
climate on the opizootoloiT of animal diccacco with 
opocial reforanoc to parasitic affoationa, in the 
. royal veterinary 
College, London, January 1953, 
mentioned that cases of Anthrax or , uarter evil, or 
both, occur on some farm thile those adjoining ©acape 
infection. Some owners suffered losses from these 
" bacterial diseases than that' tr ferred their otQQZ; 
to atrappy 6razi 4TB during the dry aeaoong and that 
45. 
deaths. occurred only while the herds were on the swamps, 
Fe -mentioned one case in which an owner had his farm 
burnt out and his stock, which was free of liver fluke, 
was transferred to a grazing farm with a large swamp. 
within sixteen days of transference several head of 
cattle were lost including; trek-oxen aged 11) to 15 years. 
reload, 41rad-smear as well as er: ears from discoloured 
r. colas were wont to the laboratory for examination and 
;, uarter evil ran diagnosed. VVost"nortem revealed that 
the nnicmlo contracted Fasciola giCantiea when transferred 
to swamp ., razing, tic observed that there ras no 
mortality in older animals irr znisod against 'uarter 
evil and he cugosted that the death of the before- 
mentioned old oxen resulted from the fact that years 
of grazinc on liver fluke-free pastures had loosened 
their itrzunity against quarter evil and the fact that 
there is no mortality amongst old animals , razed 
annually for a time on liver fluke pastures runt be 
attributed to itit inisation of the stock by natural 
infection acquired b;, " the annual exposure to the 
diceaso by liver fluke infection. 
Prom his African experience to Ttoux emphasized 
the role played by the parasitic helminths in setting 
up bacterial diseases. He stated that liver fluke, 
46. 
predispose pig to anthrax; cheep to black disease; 
and s tore Tia. ndorir 
_y 
liver fluke in the lun; o of cattle 
to contagious bovina pleuro-pnounonia, t? o drei attention 
to the fact that corms cry, after all, do Lv e good by 
tryin to cave their hosts for their osrn Intero" to,, and 
be beliov©o that it regains to be ascertained , ot" er 
tie migratory larval stages of Fasci olz hepatica utd 
Tannin hgdo. tip-ena and other larval helminths are nature's 
veterinary surgeons for the probable immunisation of 
anicals against o rtain anaerobic infections. 
f 
47. 
the Parasite 
11inj2o3tror nvluo bra8llien9is 
The reasons for selecting thin parasite for this 
work are: - 
(1) Its infective stage larvae are skin penetrators. 
(2) It is readily, 1raintain©d in rats and mice. 
(3) it is non-pathogenic to man. 
(4) Its life-cycle is reasonably short, allowing 
for rapid procedure of inv©stigation. 
(5) Cost of experimentation to low. 
A groat deal of work bas been published on the 
biology of this parasite and its behaviour in small 
laboratory animle, 
After the investigation had been in progress for 
some time it wan observed that some of the findings 
did not agree with recorded observations. Further 
investigations were trade to determing the probable 
routes of migration of the parasite from its site of 
penetration to the intestine via the lungs. 
This parasite vas first described from wild rata 
by Yokogawa (1920) and he named it UUeli_mostonum truria. 
In 1922 he described in great detail the life-cycle, 
the free-living larval stages& method of culturing the 
00, 
4f3. 
larvae, infection and migration in the hoot as well a© 
the rcorpholog of the adult parasite. 
Lane (1923) renamed the parasite ! Tippostroniylua 
ri. ir i e. 
Travaeaoo and Darriba (1929) recorded that 
leligm oatorrun braoiliense Travaoaos- 1914 to identical 
with Iteli ._ iostomur mirio Yokogawa, 1920 and renamed 
it 1Siipoatron º1u brasiliennie. 
The live worm is a a+ill, coiled or curved reddish. 
brown hairlike nematode found either free in the lumen 
or lying coiled between the villi of the =coca of 
the small intestine. In the heavily infected rat it 
has been noticed that parasites are usually found in 
olumps at tho anterior end of the duodenum and jejunum 
and evenly distributed in between them. In the moderately 
infected rat as well as in the moueo the paranitea are 
uflually evenly scattered throughout the duodenum. 
Eggs are ellipsoidal in shape and have a very thin 
shell. Segmentation of the egg begins in the uterus. 
In freshly passed faeces the embryo is found usually 
in the 8-16 celled stage and exceptionally in the morale 
Otago, Further development of the embryo occurs in 
the faooeo. 
49. 
L"eth od of Culturin Larvae 
Yokogawa (1920) tired the faeoes containing the 
eggs with animal charcoal. fie found that liquid media 
were the beat for the hatching of eggs and solid media 
for the study of larval development. He did not speoify 
the optimum c onditiono for the hatching of the eggs. 
Lutturrnouer (1937) found that the optimum temperature 
for 3Tippostron ; ylus cultures was between 22OCo and 3000.; 
hatching decreased at lowor temperature, and at 35CCo 
or, ovor the larvae died. Barakat (1948) stated that 
the optima to©poraturo for hatching, as wo11 as for 
the maxi=m survival of the larvae, as at 2700, lie 
tried different absorbents, and found that a mixture 
of activated alumina and cellulose povdor gave the 
beat hatching results. 
The method thioh has been used in this work for 
collecting infective larvae va. e the came as that of 
ßarakat (1948) except that the aggo werd incubated at 
28°C.. which gave a more rapid hatching than at 27°C. 
and cellulose powder was replaced by abuorbent cotton 
wool owing to difficulty in obtaining the former. 
50. 
yethod for Colloctirkq- Vaximum Number of Eggs 
To obtain xicaim amount of egge from the faeces 
of infected rate the following procedure vao used. 
A tray in covered with a thick layer of absorbent 
cotton wool and a piece of newspaper spread over it. 
Filtered water is poured over this to keep the paper 
tnoiat'enough for the time required to collect the infected 
faeces and to prevent their destruction by desiccation. 
The cage with the infected rata is placed over the 
tray for 24 hours. The faeces required for culture 
are then collected from this tray and put into a beaker. 
To the 24 hours' collection of faoceo fror each rat 
15 o. c* of filtered water is added and the mixture is 
broken up completely in the beaker with the aid of 
a glass rod. 
Lethod of Preparln,? Petri-dish Culture 
A piece of absorbent cotton wool the size of a 
shilling is placed in the centre of a9 cm, wide Petri- 
dish and moistened with filtered water. Approximately 
5 Gm* of activated alumina is placed over the cotton 
wool and moistened drop by drop with filtered water, 
then shaped into a small mound with a flattened 
summit, A number one filter paper 7 cm, diamehr is 
placed over the alumina in such a lay as to leave 
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the edge of the paper free from the Petri-dish and 
overlapping the alumina, ltg. I. 
The alumina carves to neutralise any acidity in 
the fasces, abeorbo toxic matter and harmful metabolic 
biproducte of the lorvae and carves as a bedding for 
the filter paper, while the cotton wool helpo to retain 
the moisture and to keep the preparation fully 
saturated with eater. 
One c«c. of faecal emulsion is poured over the 
contra of the filter paper. 3hio atount produces a 
reaconable number of ratchi , 1vzvao mich migrate to 
the edge of tue filter paper. The Petri-dich is then 
covered and incubated at 28°C. 
On the second day of incubut ion two or three drops 
of Shirla. n solution (I. C. I. ) 1: 1000 are poured over the 
incubated faocec to inhibit the growth of fungi, v ioh 
have boon noticed to be harmful to the living larvae. 
Twice a cook the filter paper is lifted with forceps 
and a few drops of v1atcr, cnou&h to retain the cane 
amount of moisture, is added to the alumina and the filter 
paper is replaced. 
The use of activated alumina was later replaced 
by chicken grit thick Cava better and quicker hatching 
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Fig. 1 
Face on view of the Petri-dish culture of N. brasilien3is 
a) Faecal emulsion on 
b) Filter paper No, 1 (7cm. ) 
J2. 
of the larvae than activated alumina. this way be due 
to the larger pieces of chicken grit providing more 
moisture but the larvae regained at the edge of the 
filter paper for a few days only, after Uriich they 
" migrated into the damp grit below the filter paper. 
Then activated alumina in used the larvae migrate to 
the edge of the filter paper, stay there and are 
available to be collected for up to four wookc. The 
use of activated alumina ban been employed in all the 
experiments in this work for obtaining infective larvae 
because it has the advantage that the larvae stay for 
a long time at the edge of the filter paper and also 
because they can be obtained free of the faecal debris. 
patching of Fa 
Hatching of eggs occurs within one or two days 
depending on the degree of dampness of the media and 
the temperature. According to Lucker (1936) the first 
moult is preceded by an unusually early separation 
of the first cuticlep Which is fine and unstriated, 
from tho body tissue in the tail region, and later by 
the formation of an underlying new cuticle which is 
thicker and prominently striated. The writer has been 
unsuccessful in all attempts to confirm Luoker's findings. 
That is taken to be the second stage larvae of Luoker 
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has a prominently thick cuticle and a hair-like long 
tail. Along the 'middle of both sidos of the cuticle 
there runs from head to tail two parallel lines not 
mentioned by Zucker. These parallel lines have also been 
observed in the infective stage larvae after shedding 
their sheaths. The infective stage larvae appear at 
the ®dgo of the filter paper on the third day of 
cultivation. They force their gray through the edge of 
the filter paper in auch a way that the tail and remains 
embedded while the anterior part protrudes into the 
air, The larva is within the sheath in this position 
except for the head part which to usually projecting 
from the sheath, Fig. II. The cuticle at this stage 
is so thick and rigid that the larva cannot easily 
escape from it without mechanical assistance offered by 
some rough surface, Men the larvae are attached to 
the edge of the filter paper they are in the infective 
stage and are ready to infect a hont. The activity 
of the infective larvae was studied by Africa (1931) 
vvo observed thoir ability to effect a later. migration 
to the edge of the filter paper as well as a vertical 
upward migration through soil. An optirum amount of 
moisturo in essential for the migration of the larvae. 
Infective larvae can cross a Qatar barrier of at least 
6 
Fig* II 
Showing larvae of II. brssilienei" (a) protruding beyond 
the edge of the filter payer (b) 4 days after the 
culture was prepared* 
kv -z 
1ý 
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two inches and live under two inches of water for ten 
days without losing their migratory capability. 
It appears that the manner in ub ich the larvae 
of JIT)Poatroll i lua brasiliensis remain attached to the 
edge of the filter paper is a charanteristic of this 
paraaite. i ggc oftroriyloidest hookworm, and iThabditis 
have been cultivated in the same way as those of 
IT. brasiliensis and although all of them hatched, none 
of there ahowod this peculiarity of roxzaining at the 
edge of the filter paper with the anterior part 
protruding into the air, 
lt has boon observed that the larvae appear on 
the edge of the filter paper three days after incubation 
irrespective of the diameter of the filter paper. 
This has been proved ißt preparing Petri-dishes for 
culturing; with 7 cm., 11 cm. , and 15 cm. diameter filter 
papers using the same quantity of faecal solution on 
each and incubated at the sann time under the name 
conditions, and it vas noticed that all the larvae 
appeared at. theedgoa of the filter papers three days 
after incubation. 
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J; e th od of Counting Larvae 
The general procedure followed by all investigators 
working on nematodes has been to use the Baerman 
apparatus (Gort, of 1.1922) for the separation of 
larvae fror charcoal cultures. They are then collected 
in the smallest voluno of rotor, washed in saline, 
centrifuged repoatedly and counted per unit volume of 
suspension. Anita14 are infected subcutaneously by 
injection or percutaneously by placing the ous; pension 
on the shaved abdomen of the animal. 
The viability of larvae separated in this Tay 
did not sagen to be entirely satisfactory, for the cooling 
time of the larval suspension in the Baerman apparatus 
varied widely according to the temperature of the room. 
On a hot cu=-or day it will take several hours to cool, 
after thich time the larvae will be found mostly 
inactive. Africa (1931) and Chandler (1932) criticized 
this method and stated that larval counts in different 
samples of the same suspension varied by 10% and 
their viability, as measured by the number of adults 
that could reach the intestine after infection, varied 
between 10% and 5a`1> of the initial dose of infection. 
Donaldson and Otto (1946) stated that of the larvae 
remain behind in the syringe during their injection 
into the animal. 
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An the larvae migrate to the free edge of the 
filter paper in the culture dishes and taking into 
consideration the disadvantages of tr e' 3aerman 
apparatus, it ao decided tv count the number of larvae 
required directly on the filter paper under the diesectiAl 
microacopoo 
The cut edge of the filter paper carrying the 
infootivo dodo of larvae aas then placed diroctly on 
the clipped chosen cite of the axperi ntal animal. 
the dicadvantagos of this method aret- 
(1) then a large number of eggs are hatched the 
larvae at the edge of the filter paper will be seen 
olinGinf; together in great anooea crikin,  
thorn difficult 
to count. This wa overcome by u3ing 1 c. c. of a 
solution of a 244iourly crushed fa®cal sample from an 
infected rat (with 400 larvae counted on the filter 
paper) in 15 c. c. of filtered water. 
(2) Larvae oocoticeo appeared at the edge of the 
filter paper on different levels and to overcope this 
difficulty the lens of the dioseoting microsoopo was 
adjusted up and down to facilitate counting on different 
plans. 
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(3) Another disadvantage van that, after cutting 
the filter paper, more larvae may appear on the out 
edge, and to eliminate this factor the paper was cut 
very close to the edge. 
h ocls and Teohni ue of Infecting the Fxc erimental Animals 
Yokogava (1922) otate e "sehen infective larvae 
are fed to rate only a small proportion are able to 
reach the intestine. " In his opinion the peroutan©oue 
infection Is far more effective than the ingestion of 
larvae. 
(1) Oral Infection 
The infective stage larvae were put on a lettuce 
leaf and 100 larvae (counted on the edge of the filter 
paper) were fed to each of three rats (3 woeke old). 
Twelve days after infection the number of wortae 
collooted from the small intestine wer© 45,33, and 
36 respectively. This shovzs that the oral infection 
is effective. This finding conflicts with that of 
Yokogarra (1922) nb o fed the larvae in bread, and 
claimed that few reached the intestine.. in the 
autbor'o opinion this result aas probably due to large 
numbers of larvae being crushed during UZaot icat i on, or 
to their being destroyed in the st ocacb by the gastric 
juice, In the writer's opinion, lettuce, rihioh requires 
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less mastication, gives the larvae a better chance 
to attach then. elves to the mucous membrane of the 
south. 
(2) Percutaneous infection 
Three rata (three weeks old) ware anaeathotieed, 
secured abdotcen upwards bj tying gauze round the lege, 
and then pinned on to a board, rig. III. This onsuree 
that the animals remis still and stretched without 
being taut, during the, experiment. The celocted cite 
mao clipped with scissore, special, care being taken 
not to injure the skin, The site of infection as 
thoroughly moictenecl with Water and a piece of filter 
paper containing 100 larvae was applied to this spot 
on each rat. The animals were kept in position for 
ono hour, after which they wore released and each vas 
kept in a coparato jar, On killinü them 60 hours 
later the larvae in the lungs of each rat were coanted 
and rare found to be 06,75 and 72 reopeetively. This 
proves; that infection through the akin is very effective. 
04 Ca t&"4 (3) :., ixods-infootion (percutanoou3 and oral) 
The animal (mouoo or rat) is placed in a glass jar 
of suitable eizo (height 12 cm., diameter 12 cm, for 
one or two animals, and height 12 cm t diameter 25 cm, 
for three to nine anit 1o), containing infective larvae 
in a few c. c, of %=tar, for one hour. 4 this method 
Pig. III 
4L- 
Animal secured on its bank on board for pereutaneouo 
infection by the application of larvae adhering to the 
edge of the filter paper (a). 
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of exposure the Parasites penetrate mainly through the 
akin of the hind limbs, especially between the claws, 
and an the body gate rat the animal usually licks Ito 
akin and infection also taken place through the youth. 
A number of anicslo infected by this cothod were killed 
12 hours after the beginning of expocure and tre larvae 
were recovered fror the procrural 1yaphat is , 
1ando and 
fron the oub. xillary 2ytrrphatic glands. än t}-e opinion 
of the vritcr thin rethod resombloe most clouely the 
natural method of infection, * lt is of intereet to note 
that four young rats (two weeks old) were exposed to 
infection with the parasite and than returned to the 
mother rat * which had been shown by repeated examinations 
of its faeces to be free of infection. On later 
examination of the fr-o003 the mother was found to have 
a number of eggs, one week after the exposure of the 
young rats vi ich had been found to have become infected. 
The experiment uau repeated four tiros and all the 
mothers c-rich had previously been shown to be free of 
infection, were found to have boon infected. it seems 
that the infection may have been transforrod from the 
young to the riothoro, either by direct contact, or by 
the mothers licking their young or both. 
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(4) Infection thr_ou th the intact e1in of the tail 
Louis Olivier and 3tirwalt (1952) suggested that 
the cerearta of : 3rýieto0o e rcinsont penetrate more readily 
through the intact akin of the tail of the =use and 
that method of inf8ation vas proved by those authors to 
be more eatiefactorg than any other method of infection. 
For that reason the writer was interested to prove 
whether the parasite of 2 braeiliensis could successfully 
penetrate through the akin of the tail of the mouse 
nrA migrate into the lunge. If that method would have 
proved to be satisfactory It would have been of great 
help in furt'or experiments to prove or disprove thether 
the parasite during penetration of the skin introduces 
the pathogenic bacteria into the body tissues. 
I; ot} od of aeourtn animy lain position 
The mouse was immobilized in a glass tube (A) 
of 2-1/2 cm. diameter and 8 cm. ler3th with a hole (C) 
to allow for breathier, rohen the animal was fixed. The 
infective larvae were added to another tube (B) 
(closed at one eir4) the same calibre as the other tube 
(A) and of about 4 cm, long. The two tubes fers connected 
by means of a cork with a hole in the middle throuGh 
thigh the tail passed and was imersed in the infective 
trodium as illustrated in fig. (IV )s 
Fig. IV 
Animal secured in tube (A) with a hole for breathing 
through (C) a+hile the tail is being Subjected to 
infection in tube (H). 
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BZngs re of intact akin of the tail to a rJixed infect ion 
of It. braailienoi© larvae and Strogtoooecuo pyogenes 
Lperi ental animals ußedt 
Albino mice three weoko old, which have been 
proved by previous repeated examinations of their 
faeces to be free of IT. br_ae___il ien ie infection, were 
used. 
The micro-organism used s 
f trootoeocauo tyo2: ene8, a virulent otra. in Which 
had been passajeAthreo tim© in mice, cultivated in 
nutrient broth media and incubated at 370C. for 24 
hours, was used for this experiment. 
The parasites 
The infective Otago larvae of 11. braeilienOie 
six daps old and cultured as doacribod on pace 60 
were used, 
Technique employed: 
Animals vere secured in position as previously 
mentioned after smearing the base of the tail with 
yaselins. In tube B2a. a* of a 24-hours nutrient 
broth culture of Str* pyo&enee and a piece of filter 
paper containing; 200 infectiTe larvae of the parasite 
was added in Group 1" The same done of Str, pogo 
'was added to tube B in Group 2. Annals in Group 1 
and 2 woro kept in position for half an hour, after 
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which the two tubes# A and Bt were separated, and tube 
B was replaced by another empty one and animals left in 
position for ten minutes to allow for drainage of the 
fluid on the tail. Afterwards the animals' tails were 
dipped in another tube B containing 2 c. o. of a 5% 
solution of Dettol for five minutes, after which the 
animas were released free in separate glass jars and 
left for the resat of the experiment. 
IticDerirnent Tt o. 1 
Ten mice three weeks old were divided into two 
equal groups, 1 and 2. The first Group (1) was treated 
with parasite and bacteria, and group 2 was treated 
with bacteria only. One mouse was injected ouboutaneous1' 
with 1/2 c. o., of the broth culture used for the experiment 
and another one was injected with 1/1131 c, c. of a sterile 
nutrient broth done. 
lle sult t 
Done of the animals either in Group l or in Group 2 
died. OniY the mouoo which wia injected subcutaneously 
with 1/2 0.0. of the bacterial broth culture died (the 
next day), and Str, yogenes was recovered from the 
subcutaneous tissues at the site of injection. The 
faeces of the animals in Groups 1 and 2 were examined 
daily from the sixth to the twelfth day after the 
exposure of the animals to the infection and none of them 
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have proved to paoo cg a of to parasite, rourteen dayo 
after exposure the root of to raico worn injected 
cubcutanooueiy v tth 1/2 c. c. of a 24-hours nutrient broth 
culture of qtr. oyorrenca and all animlß were found dead 
the following day (see table I). 
From thin experiment it wan noticed t? gat in the 
aniwala in 4iroup i no Qgi; o of the parasite wore detected 
in the ihocea, so the writer con3ider©d it of come interest 
to investigate vihetbor or not the parasite does in fact 
ponotrat© tho ., kin of the tail of tho nouso and cite 
to the lung, before contiraiin; with any further experiments. 
The following cxpori me were acoordin4; ly carried out. 
t cporiment Ito. II wrrrrrýýr. ýýý . ar. r. rr. rrýr 
Five mica, three weeks old, free of infection of 
fl. brasilienoi n, worn , ocured in position an r r©vi ounlyº 
described on paj e 58 for the percuta. n©ouo infection. 
The bans of each tail s smeared with vaneline. The 
lower third of he free end of the tail of each of four 
mice was moistened with filtered water. A piece of 
filter paper c ontaini r; 200 larvae (6 dayn old) was 
applied to the selected site of the tail in each of the 
four mice. The same done of larvae (200) van applied 
to the damped abdominal akin of the fifth mo=o. All 
animals were left in position for two hours, after 
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, wbiah the site of exposure was wiped thoroughly with 
an absorbent piece of cotton wool and the animals 
wore releaseds each in a glass jar. 
i'ortg"ai ht hours after exposure two of the four 
mice were killed and the lungs were examined, but no 
larvae wore recovered in either of them. Seven days 
after oxposure the faeces of the root of the mice were 
examined and no eggs of the parasite were recovered, 
except from the mouse which had been exposed to infection 
via the intact abdominal eking Ten days from exposure 
the remaining two mice, which were exposed to infection 
through the tail, were killed, and the small intestine 
opened and examined in saline under a binocular for the 
presence of the parasite. None of these animals proved 
to be infected. 
Experiment 21o, III 
Your out of five mice, four weeks old, were secured 
in position as previously decoribed in Experiment I and 
the fifth mouse was secured as for infection via the 
intact abdominal skin and noted as a control. Two 
hundred infective larvae, six days old, counted at the 
edge of the filter paper, were added with one c. c. s of 
filtered water to each of tubes B. The fifth mouse was 
exposed to the same done of larvae (200) via the intact 
abdominal skin, All the animalo werd left in position 
fib. 
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for two hours# after which the site of exposure was 
wiped thoroughly with an absorbent piece of cotton 
wool and the animals were released, each in a separate 
jar, Forty-eight hours after exposure two out of the 
four mice were killed and their lungs were pressed 
between two slides and examined for presence of larvae. 
The result of examination did not prove the presence of 
the larvae in the lungs of these animals& 
The faeces of the rest of the animals were examined 
on the o ixth y se4e nth and eighth day after exposure and 
only the control mouse# which was exposed via the intact 
abdominal eltin# vas found to pass eggs of the paraeite. 
Experiment NoHIV 
The cut edges of filter papers containing a massive 
number of the infective stage larvae (these were not 
counted) were added to a beaker containing 6 coo* of 
filtered water. The beaker was at 28°C. for half an 
hour to allow the larvae to swim into the cater. 
Eight six weeks old mice, Which had proved by repeated 
examinationa of their faeces to be free of infection, 
were lightly anaesthettned with ether. The tail of each 
of the eight mice was injected subcutaneously with 
0.1 mlo of the water in the beaker, and two other mice 
were exposed to the same dose of infection via the 
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intact abdominal akin for one hour. After exposure to 
the infection all the eight experimental animals were 
kept in a jar and the two controls in another jar. 
Forty-eight hours after exposure four of the eight mice 
were killed and their lungs were cut into pieces and 
pressed between two slides and examined under the low 
power of the microscope for the presence of larvae. 
hone of them showed larvae in their lungs. From the 
sixth day up to the tenth day after exposure the faeces 
of the root of the animals were examined daily for the 
presence of the eggs of the parasite and none of them 
except the controls wore found to pass eggs of the 
parasite. On the tenth day after exposure the four 
experimental mice were killed and the wall intestines 
were opened in saline and examined under the dissecting 
microscope and no parasite was recovered from either of 
them. 
Conclusion 
From the above experiments it was noticed that none 
of the infective larvae, when applied to the intact 
skin of the tail, will migrate to the lungs of the mice. 
This might be due tos.. 
1) Insufficient subcutaneous tissues-underneath 
the skin of the tail of the mouse. 
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2) The tautness of the akin around the tail. 
3) Insufficiency of lymph channels. (This route 
of migration was subsequently discovered to be the 
means by which tho parasite travels to the lungs. ) 
(5) EX. Injection 
a) Subcutaneously 
Six mice and four rats about three weeks old,, glich 
had provod by repeated examination of their faeces to be 
free of infection, were anaeotheti©ed with ether. Each 
animal vas injected ouboutaneoualy in the loft axillary 
apace with about 200 infective larvae in 1/2 c. c* 
distilled water. Forty-eight hours after injection, 
three mice and two rats were killed and the lunge of 
those five animals were examined under the microscope 
for the presence of larvae. The lungs of all these 
animals were found to be infected. one week after the 
injection of the parasites the 1heaes of the reminder 
of the animals were examined separately and all of them 
were found to be passing the eggs of N. braeiliensie 
in their faeces. 
b) In_, traperitoneally 
Six mice and four rate about three weeks old, 
which had previously proved by repeated examination of 
their faeoeB to be free of infection: were lightly 
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200 infective larvae in 1/2 0.0. of distilled water. 
Two days later three mice and two rate were killed and 
their lunge were thoroughly examined. Larvae of the 
parasite were present in the lunge of the three mice 
and the two rate. The other animals (three mice and 
two rats) were left until one week after the injection, 
tvhon their facoe© were examined separately for the presence 
of eggs. Result of examination proved the presence of 
eggs in the faoaes of all the injected animleo 
c) Intrathoraoioally_ 
Twenty-six mice about three weeks olds free of 
infection, were enoeuthetised with ether, and each of 
them was injected intrathoraoically with 2C0 infective 
larvae in 1/4 c. a. of distilled water, Two hours after 
injection two mice were killed, and two were killed 
every two bourn till the twenty-fourth hour. The lungs 
and bronchial lyophatie glands of these animals were 
examined carefully under the microscope between two 
slides. 
The result of examination revealed that the parasite 
was present in the lymph glands after fourteen hours and 
in the lungs twenty-four hours after injection, but 
never earlier. The rest of the mice (t'o in number) 
died on the fourth day and the parasite was recovered 
from their small intestines. 
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Oonclunion 
1) The above experiments prove that when the infective 
stage larvae of 11, brasiliensis were injected into the 
host oubcutaneouslyg intraperitoneally, or intrathoracically, 
tbo larvae develop, after migrating through the lungs 
into the small intestine. 
2) : 'hen the parasite was inoculated into the thoracic 
cavity it ran noticed that the parasite, although in 
the cheat cavity, had not penetrated into the lung 
tiscue but had first been recovered from the lymphatic 
glands and later from the lunto, thich shoes that this 
parasite gates to the lungs via the. lycaphatic system. 
3) The time needed by the parasite to reach the 
lun; vAz greater when the parasite was injected intra- 
thoraoicallq or intraperitoneally (24 hours), than in 
the aubcutaneouß or the percutaneouc infection, thereby 
the parasite reached the lung in eighteen to twenty 
hours. 
(6) Per rectum 
The cut edges of filter papers containing a massive 
number (not counted) of the infective stage larvae '0ere 
added to a beaker containing about 10 o. ao of filtered 
eater. The beaker was left in a 28CC. incubator for 
half an hour to allow the larvae to easheath and swim 
in the cater, 
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Twenty mice four weeks, old, chich had proved by 
previous repeated examinations of their faeces to be 
free of 2I. braeilienais, were used, Each mouse gras 
lightly anaesthetised and held up high by its tail, 
The rectum was rubbed with glycerine. By the use of an 
eye-dropper 1/2 o. ct of the solution in the beaker 
was introduced into the rectum of each mouse, The 
mouse was kept held from the tail for about five minutes 
after vbich the area around the rectum ras wiped ad 
the animal kept in a glass jaar, One animal was killed 
every hour from the time of the infection until the 
twentieth. The mesenteric lymph glands as well as the 
lungs of each animal were examined between two slides 
under the microscope. The result of examimtion showed 
that the parasite was present in the mesenteric lymph 
glands eighteen hours after exposure and in the lungs 
eighteen to twenty hours after exposure* 
. 
Btctore Infl. uencintz the invasion of the 
mcvarlmontal Host 
neCree of 1T. oiature Present on the Skin 
The following; experiments werd carried out in 
order to determine the importance of moisture in the 
penetration of the akin by infoctive 1. arrae. 
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A one-inch layer of dry sand vas poured into 
each of two glass jars, 5 inches in diameter and 
5 inches high. The sand in one jar was moistened 
with =ter, sufficient just to cover the sand, hilo 
the sand in the second jar ras left dry. Two pieces 
of filter paper each bearing approximately 200 larvae 
were placed on the Band in each jar, 
Two young viite mice (3 weeks old) worn immediately 
tro, nsforrcd to each jar and left for one hour, They 
were then removed and kept in separate clean jars on 
ihich the date and time of exposure was marked. On 
removal of the mice from the jars two additional mice 
were put Into each jar for one hour, Thin procedure 
was reyeated'for five consecutive hours giving an 
expooure of 24 animals. All the animals were killed 
43 hours after being exposed to the infection (in the 
moist and dry sand)g and the number of larvae present 
in the lungs of one of each pair was counted. (See 
Table II for numbers of larvae recovered from each 
aniral). The results showed that of the mice which had 
been exposed to the filter paper placed on dry sands 
only the first pair contracted infection and the 
number of larvae in the lungs of one of them was six. 
All the mice thich had been exposed to the infection 
in the "wet-nand-jar" were found to be infected. The 
number of larvae recovered from the lungs of one of 
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each pair in this series were 15,4,20,30,10, and 
6 reepootivaly. 
Each lobe of the lung was out into small pieces 
and each piece was completely flattened by pressure 
between two glass elideß, one of vi ich was divided 
into two sections with a grease pencil in order to 
facilitate oountink; under the low power of the microccopo, 
and the nunbor of larvae was counted. 
In another exporir nt two white mica (2 days old) 
were aeourad on a board, abdotian up, and their bodies 
were relaxed by means of ether anaent'-eoia. The edges 
of filter papers containing infective larvae vcro out 
into pieces and Immersed in a watch class containing 
2 o. c. of water. The watch glass vne incubated at 
28°C. for ten minutes to enouro the migration of the 
larvae into the water. The abdomens of the experimental 
animals (mouse noel and mouse no. 2) were wetted with a 
thin film of water and 0.2 o. c. of the larval solution 
(2000 larvae) was cyrinGed onto the abdomen of mouse 
noel every quarter of an hour for four hours after Tihich 
the mice were left for one hour and their abdomens 
examined for larvae under a dissecting microscope. It 
Wau oboorved that very few larvae core to ou seen on 
the skin of mouse no. l# Chile on the skin of the other 
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Table 11 
a 
Result of infeotion and 
[TuE1bar dumber Time of Exposure number of larvae counted 
of of to r ours after infection 
orouA Mouse Infection Land j ar wet sand jar 
1 1 10.00 a. m. positive positive 
2 11.00 a. m. 6 15 
2 1 11.00 a. m.. negative positive 
2 12.00 negative 4 
3 1 12.00 negative positive 
2 1,00 . m. negative 20 
4 1 1* 1,0 p. m. negative positive 
2" 2.00 p. m. negative 30 
5 1 2.00 p. m. negative positive 
2 3.00 P. m. nogat ive 10 
6 1 3.00 p. m. - negative positive 
2 4.00 P. M, negative 6 
mouse most of the larvae were found together in plumps as in 
pig. UI. (. I 
Personal observations of other experiment e ah owed 
that 1axvao penotratcd the akin more readily in the 
preuenco of sufficient moisture than in cases with 
insufficient damping of the akin. 
jlgblal= f ArmllgiLtion to the Skin 
`hen atudyirg,,, the moäe of entry of infective 
larvae in the early otagee of penetration, prior to 
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akin was fixed either in absolute alcohol or in 10;.: 
fornal saline solution. Sections wore cut between five 
and ton microns. The stains used were either haomtoxylin 
and eosin or Gies aa' o otain. 
': hen the larvae were applied to the damp akin they 
s 
emir ; ed from their cheath a left the filter paper, and 
crawled alonj on the dapp akin. The larvae woro soon 
to attach tho nolveo to the akin of the anlnal within 
a fuw miwiteo of expoeure$ and it cis noticed trat the 
first calected site did not altayo prove entirely 
satisfactory to the larvae and they sometimes moved 
to navcral sites before finally selecting the cite of 
entry. 3oß larvae vnre observed to root their tails 
on the akin While the rest of the body ras more or 
lose perpendicular to the eurface of the akin, Figs. 
V, VIa. They r©minod in that position for some time 
after dich they bent Ivor in a alai-circle and forced 
thb head into the stratum corneum, Fig. VIb. Other 
larvae were noticed to be parallel to the surface of the 
skin teile the head of the parasite forced an entry 
into the stratums corneuni, Fig. VIo. Still others attached 
themaolvos to hairs and forced an entry by way of the 
hair follicles. 
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Pig. V 
Cross seotion of the skin of a souse showin tail of 
the parasite restirr on the skin before penetration 
(lß minutes after exposure) 
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Photooraph showing positions as ;u toy a parasite on enetraýtin the skin* This plate is a s. 'bdominal wall of a liTix arouse fleas Photograph of the anIweekold) 
a) Parasite rest tn* tail on surface 0f skin* nearly perpendicular. :.: gee s. e ti on ;. 
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b parasite in a looped position almoBt semicircular, o : ursatte almost parallel to skin. d 
Of tbs la into the skin, 
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of parasite P tenting, the entry 
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After the larvae have forced their heads into 
the stratum carnoum they continue the invasion by 
oeparutirjj; the ctra. tified loyorc o: the colic by their 
activity and probably by nomo oral occrotion, (Figo. 
VII and VIII )a On their r through the stratun eorneum 
tho larvae werd noticed to advance and retreat roveral 
timoo. `'T'hey remin in the atraturt cornoum for periods 
varying; fron a few minutoo up to two hours and oometi, nee 
oven lonk; or. In the stratum cornoum the larvae wore 
found lying, parallel to the curfaco of the skin (Fig. IX) 
in a position similar to that of bookworm larvae (A. 
duodonalo) observed in a study of the original specimens 
prepared by Loos (1305) when be investigated the 
penotration of the skin by hoolzorn larvae. iafter 
restirZ in the stratum oorneuin the larvae rrako their uay 
down-rarde into the epidermis. Acoordinj to Taliaforro 
and 3arloe (1930) the infective larvae scorn to penetrate 
diroatly only occasionally utilising a hair follicle 
Thereafter they were fond in the loose 
cuboutanecuts tissue as in 'i(;. XI, 
Duration of Penetration of the Skin 
Taliaf©rro and 4arles (1939) studying the cellular 
reaction in the skin, lung, and intestine of normal 
and t uns rata after infection with N. rains stated, 
.l '41/ 
. 4. VII 
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Cross eeotion of skin (rat) shoring parasite (a) Which 
just penetrated the cuticle ($0 ettnutee after exposure). 
(z'OQ) 
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Sootion of skin (rat) showing la vao (a) of gL 
bxe eilie nslel separating the layers of the cutiole (b) 
The niioro"orgenisms *. round the parasito(c). 
(x7 0(j) 
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Fig, Ix 
Section of skin (rat) showing parasite after penetration 
of cuticle lgin6 parallel to the cuticular layers 
(30 minutes after exposure) 
(x'loo ) 
Fig* X 
Section of skin (rat) showing parasite (a) migrating 
down hair follicle (b). (30 minutes after exposure). 
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Fig. XI 
Cross section of skin (moues) ob-owing parasite (t) in 
loose oonneetive tiegue (15 minutes after exposure). 
(ziOC) 
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"........, larvae wore found penetrating the akin, 
(p1.1, from a half hour through two houre after 
they had been placed on the akin. They seemed to 
penetrate directly ........ " 
Yokoga(1922) observed that this paraeito sahen 
placed on the okin of rate, penetrated into the tis3ueo 
very quickly. He did not spocii`y my time for their 
entrance. 
vor further experimental cork the writer found it 
=o of importance to ascertain the time needed by the 
larvae to penetrate the eking therefore eight mit©, 
three teeka old, were fixed in position as for the 
porcutanooua infection. An area in the raiddlo of the 
abdomen was clipped with so iosora, care boing tokexs not 
to injure the skin. The site vas damped with water and 
200 larvae wore applied to the clipped area of each 
mous©. 'rho larvae rare left for va yin; lon&ths of time 
on each mouse; 59 10,15! 209 30 minutes, 1,2 and 3 
hours reapoctively. After the end of each of these periods 
the site of infection and surrounding area in each mouse 
c onsernod van wiped with ltY; forwalin solution, absolute 
alcohol, and then with a weak tincture of iodine (t%) 
to ensure that all larvae on the ekin were killed. After 
disinfootion each mouse was kept aeparatol in a jar 
marked with the date and time of exposure to infection, 
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forty-'oi)ht hours after exposure to infection all the 
mice wore killed and tie lyrh glands draining the cite 
of ax-yoßuro, and lungs wer© exar in©ot for t-e presence 
of irrvae and th e r©sulte (table III) rare an follovs- 
(1' try the mouoo exposed for 5 minutes dead 
larvae viere f. ýund in the ly hatic glands of 
the r. xilla. One of thane to shoran in FiC. XZI. 
The 1un vao not infected. 
(2) In the mouse exposed for 10 minutes a fear 
larvae worn recovered from the 1unZ and none 
from the lymphatic glands. 
(3) Tn the mouso exposed for . 15 minutes no 
larvae were recovered 'from the lymphatic 
glands or the tuns. 
(4) In the mouse cxposed for 20 minuted dead 
]. nrvae vore recovered from the lymphatic glands 
and none from the 1unr s. 
(5) In all the mice exposed to the infection 
for 30 minutes, one hour, two hours, and three 
bourn respectively, 1arao pro recovered from 
the lunGo and none from the lymphatic j, innds. 
Theue results ouu; ; est that some of the larvae rry 
penetrate the akin within five minutes an the fact 
that they wore recovered dead v ey be due to the larvae 
ýw 
o 
., g... 
-o'_a. 
v 
Fig, XII 
A dead larvae in the preorural lymph gland of 
a amuse. 
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having been in contact with the applied disinfectants 
which killed thorß after penetration. 
Table III 
Ro u1t of the exauiration for 
Time of Exposure ___1_ 
lymph gland 1 lung 
5 minutes dead larvae negative 
10 minutes negative positive 
15 minutes negative negative 
20 minutes dead larvae negative 
30 minutes negative positive 
one hour negative positive 
two hours negative positive 
three hours negative positive 
This experiment was repeated on 15 mine (three 
weeks old) divided into three groups. The larvae were 
left on the skin for half an hour, one hour and two 
hours respectively and in all the animle larvae were 
recovered from the lungs 4B hours after exposure to 
infection. 
These findings suggest that half an hour or more 
aas sufficient for a number of larvae to penetrate 
the skin and reach the lungs, 
81" 
Route of jfi r Ion 1 thin the °xDßrimental Animal. 
Yokogava (1922) otated that the larvae ponotrate 
the akin into tho tiozuen and travel to the lunge, 
*,.., .. by means of blood stream. " 
Taliaforro and Barlos (1939) studying the akin 
of rate during the initial infection with the larvae 
(stated that "...... The third ©tage of inflammation 
wan initiated at 16 hours by the movement of the larvae 
toward and through the larger euboutanooue veins during 
which email hemorrhages oocurred,...... " 
Barakat (1948) stated that, "..,.. The larvae 
after penetrating the akin are carried by the lymph 
or blood circulation to the lun e..,... ý 
Personal Observations 
In trying to ascertain the sites likely to be 
affected by bacteria Introduced by the infective larvae 
it was considered essential to confirm tho observations 
of the above mentioned investigators. 
Procedure Adopted 
Animale useds- Albino rate and mice of ages varying 
from three weeks to two months, All aniral® had proved 
by previous repeated examinations of their faeces to be 
free from. IT. brasilieneie infection. 
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Iethod of infaations- The combined method of 
infection eta previouely described on page5'3 gras used. 
The helminth used: - The infective stage larvae of 
IT, braeilionsie, six days old, and cultured as previously 
described (see page49 ), 
Tourt®en rate wer® exposed to infection by the 
combined method in a Class jar and time of exposure was 
one hour, after which time the rate were removed to c lean 
cages. It was arranged that one animal was anaesthetised 
and secured in positions abdomen up as in fig. j , at 
hourly intervals from one to fourteen hours, The 
abdominal skin of Dach rat vas dissected and the blood 
yessele of the axilla were severed, The blood which 
oozed into the axillary space was sucked by a glans 
pipette into a test tube containing 5 c. c. of normal 
saline solution and then maintained at 280C. for a 
quarter of an hour and the supernatant fluid was 
examined by a hand lens and afterwards under the 
binocular in a Petri-dish, The blood precipitate vas 
examined under a binocular between two slides. The 
abdominal and thoracic cavities were opened separately 
and sashed with normal saline, The washings from the 
peritoneal cavity were transferred into a Petri-dish 
and examined for the presence of larvae. The liver of 
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eacb animal waft cut into pieces and each piece flattened 
between two slides and examined, under a dieoeottng 
microscope, for the presence of larvae. 
The above mentioned investigation was repeated on 
three oooaeiau3 using fourteen albino mice. 
The reeult3 giere: - No larvae recovered from the 
blood, abdominal and thoracic cavities or from the liver 
of the exposed animals. 
rmDerirant Iio, 2 
Fourteen mice were exposed to infection of infective 
larvae as previously described for the per-rectum method 
of infection (paw' o )-p One antral wa killed at 
hourly intervals from one to fourteen hour© after exposure. 
The liver of each animal was out into pieces and each 
piece flattened between two slides and examined under the 
low power of the microscope. The result of the 
examination did not prove the presence of the larvae 
in the liver. 
The r-{i at1op_of the Larvae In de the 3o Ly to the 
Lun&s via the Lam h . k- 
ýýBtem 
On failing to rooover the parasite from the liver, 
blood# or body cavities of infected nnimalu, the 
3y4hatic glands were next examined for the presence of 
84. 
larvae. 
Experitno t 110_1 
Fourteen young, mice, three weeks oldq were exposed 
to infective larvae by the application of the parasite 
to the intact abdominal akin. One animal vas killed 
at one hour, two hours and so on until the fourteenth 
hour after exposure. To facilitate examination, th®3e 
animals were not all exposed at the same time. The 
subcutaneous lymph glandes the axillary, precrural, 
popliteal, submexillary, parotid and prepectoral Lyiuph 
glands were examined between two slides under the low 
power of the microscope. 
Result of the rxamination: 
Tvrelve hours after exposure, larvae were recovered 
from the axillary lymph glands (see table IV). tie brae 
were recovered before this period had elapsed. 
x eriment 77o#2 
'Lirthor xperiaanto wore conducted to prove or 
disprove the above findings using twenty-one white mice 
v&ioh were exposed to infection an above (experiment 1), 
Three mice were killed after twelve hours, three more an 
hour later and the rest in groups of three at the 
14th, 15th j 16th, 17th and 18th hours after exposure. 
The cxillarr lymph glands and the lungs of all these 
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anmale were examined for the presence of the larvae, 
Table IV 
. 
N ours =Mal 
after Axil- Pro- Popli, 
Ex oouro la crural teal 
1 17c ; a- 'Nega- Rega- 
tive tive tive 
2 a a a 
3 a. a u 
4 a a a 
5 a a " 
6 a a a 
7 a a n 
a a a a 
c a a a 
l0 a a a 
11 u a tu 
12 Pooi- r n 
t: O 
13 n u u 
14 a a tu 
Sub- ITT - 
ciliary Parotid Pectoral 
itegat ive Legat iv t1egat iv 
U n N 
N N N 
N N N 
N q N 
i1 N N 
p N N 
N N N 
N N N 
N U N 
N U R 
N a N 
aaa 
Result ! 
Larvae were present in the axillary lymph glands 
in animals killed 12,13,14,15,16, and 17 hours after 
exposure but none were present in the lungs. In the group 
killed eighteen hours after exposure, larvae were 
86. 
recovered from the fur ga of all the anImalß but not 
from the azillary lymph glands (ßee table v). 
Table V 
Hours Number of RpMLIt of exanin i the 
after Animals - Axillary 1yvT 
Exposure Used glands Lange 
12 3 Positive Negative 
13 3 Positive Negative 
14 3 Positive begat ive 
15 3 Positive Negative 
16 3 Positive Negative 
17 3 Positive Negative 
13 3 Negative Positive 
Experiment : io. 3 
Six albino mice about four month© old were secured 
in position as for the method previously described 
(page 5b) for the peroutaneous infection. The skin 
of the thigh of the right limb was damped with water. 
One hundred infective larvae on a piece of filter papor 
were applied to the ßeleoted Bite of exposure in each 
animal. The time for exposure was one hour, after 'hioh 
th© animals were released. Twelve, sixteens eighteen 
and twenty hours after exposure two animals were killed 
Bucae a3ive3. y and the precrural lymph gluru3c popliteal 
ýý 
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lymph gland of the limb exposed to infeotiong an well 
Au the lun ;c of each aniral, were examined under the 
I icroocopo for the pro cnco of larvae. 
Tho result of oxarinati on va that larvae gare 
rocovorod from the precrural and poplitec. 1 lymph glands 
in the nniralo killed ester twelve zind oixt©en hours 
but none wcro rooovored from the lunge. In the rowatning 
animals no larvae were recovered from the precrural or 
popliteal 1Ycph glands but larvae rare present in the lungs 
(see table VI). 
Table VI 
Hours 
after 
Exposure ! umber of Result of exatiininr the 
of the Animals Mb Gland L Hind Limb Used Preorural Popliteal ie 
12 2 Positive Positive Ilegative 
16 w Positive Positive 110, -gat Ive 
18 2 Negative iTegativo Positive 
20 2 ilogative 11ogativo Positive 
ier f scant IT o 
Avon mica of ages voryix3 between two and three 
months were used. All uniu. la were lightly anaesthetised 
and a piece of filter paper bearing about two hundred 
larvae was introduced into the buccal cavity of each 
88. 
mouse. 2ii; ht houro after exposure one animal was killed 
and two hours later another one .s killed and so on till 
the twentieth hour after exposure. The oubmaxillary and 
parotid 1M .h glands and the lungs of each animal were 
pressed between slides and examined under the low power 
of the cnicroroope for the presenoe of larvae. 
The result of examination proved that the parasite 
wan present in the lymphatic glands twelve, fourteen 
and oixteon hours after exposure. In the lungs the 
parasite ras present from the eighteenth hour onwards, as 
illustrated in table VII. 
Table VII 
Tim& of 
Examination 
after 
1cpo sure 
ß hours 
10 hours 
12 hours 
14 hours 
16 hours 
16 hours 
20 hours 
3ubzcillary I Parot 
i1e; gat ive 
negative 
Pooit ive 
positive 
Positive 
negative 
Ilegative 
üegative 
Negative 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Begative 
Negative 
Lung 
ITogat ive 
Ilegat ive 
U3egat ive 
negative 
negative 
Positive 
Positive 
Pxperiment TTo2 
Thirty-two mice about four weeks old were divided 
into four equal groups. All animalo proved by previous 
ß9. 
ropoat®d ezaxiinationa to be free of IT. brasflienaiffi 
infection. Each group was exposed to Infection in the 
following mmer $ 
Group I per rectum 
Group II cuboutaneously 
Group III intraperitoncally 
Group IV intrathoracically 
The technique used for expocuro was carried out on 
the saw linos as previaunly described (pageswii for 
the different routes of infection. Each group was 
exposed to a large Hinaber of infective larvae. 
Ten hours after exposure one animal from each 
group vas killed and subsequently an animal from each 
group was killed at two-hourly intervals, i. e., at 14, E 
12,149 16,18,209 22 and 24 hours after exposure. The 
lymph glands draining the site of exposure and the lungs 
of all the animals were pressed between slides and 
examined uz; ý. ar the microscope for larvae to note the time 
of arrivals in these organs. 
Result 
ho recuitsof examinations as oummrized in table 
VIII war®:.. 
In Group i larvae were present in the mesenteric 
3, yinph Tands 12f 141,16 and 18 hours after exposure. 
Larvae Eirat arrived in tho lungs 18 hours after - 
90. 
ezposura and croro procent 13,20, :2 and 24 hours after 
exposure. 
In Group II larvae first arrived in the axillary 
lymph eland a twelve hours after injection ern wore present 
In the glands fron the twelfth to the ei ; i-tenth hours 
after expocuro. Larvae first arrived at the lunge 
eighteen hours after oxpocure and were present from 
eighteen to twenty-four hours. 
In Group III larvae first arrived in the tuesenterie 
lymph glands ei xteon hours after exposure and were 
present from eighteen to twenty hours. In tho lungs 
larvae first arrived twenty hours after exposure and 
were present 209 22 and 24 hours after injection. 
In the fourth Group larvae teere first roeovered in 
tho bronchial lyc h Clanda fourtoon hours after injection 
and were present from fourteen to eighteen hours after 
injection. They first arrived in the lunge twenty hours 
after injection and arc recovered. 20,22 and 24 hours 
after injection, 
Sometimes more than thirty larraa wore counted in 
ono 3. Y mph &land. It was noticed that all larvae do not 
travel to the lymph glando or the lungs at the sane time. 
It mo obaerved that then the host was infected through 
the intact skin or injected cuboutaneously the larvae 
reached the nearest lymphatic glands in twelve hours and 
0 10 
Table VIII 
iio, I othod Tirno needed the larvae to 
of 
Grou0 
of 
Exposure 
Arrive in 
Lymph Gland 
i eoovery in Arriv© in 
Lymph Glands Luna 
1 Per rectum 12 hours 12-18 hours 18 hours 
2 subcutaneously 12 hours 12-18 hours 18 hours 
3 Intra- 18 houro 18-20 hours 20 hours 
paratoneally 
4 intra- 14 hours 14-18 hours 24 hours 
thorax ically 
the lungs in eighteen hours, but von they were injected 
intraperitonea. lly or intrathoraoically thoy took a longer 
time to reach the lymph glands draining those areas. 
The arrival in the lungs vas also prolorkged compared 
with the time needed to reach thom from the akin. This 
auggeota that the infective larvae might need a longer 
time to penetrate through the porous tisouea than that 
needed to penetrate the akin. º"hen sections of infected 
lymph glands of rate, mice and 'uineapiga were studied: 
the larvae sere noticed to be always present at the 
periphery of the glarbds as illustrated in Figs. 
It to of interest to note here that standen (1952) 
demonstrated that the cercariae of : 3ohtatoco nanooni 
penetrate the lymphatic system of the mouse within 
twenty minutes. 
02, 
C oncluo i on 
From the re$ulto of all the above exporimento 
it ooocs reasonable to conclude that the infective larvae 
of N. brasilie nsis migrate to to lungs of the host via 
tho lymphatio s totem and not by the blood stream as 
©tatod by Yokogawa (1922), Taliaferro and Sarlee 
(1939) 
and Barakat (1948). 
The Route of L'igration of U. braeiliensis from the Lungs 
to the Small Jnteetine 
Previous experiments by the author for determining 
the route of migration of the parasite inside the host 
(rat or mouse) have proved that the parasite first arrived 
in the lungs of all infected animals eighteen hours after 
percutancous exposure. For the rat only this time 'was 
recorded to be fourteen to twenty hours by Yokogawa 
(1022), eighteen to forty-two hours by "chvzartz and 
Rlicata (1934) and twenty hours by Taliaferro and 
sarles (1939). 
Tho literature makes no mention of the tt 3 taken 
by the parasite to reach tbo lungs in mice. 
In tho lungs larvae feed and grow rapidly 4Fig ; k, 
ý, 
and moult a few hours before leaving the lungs (Yokogawa 
1922). 
During some of the writer's experiments, two infected 
rhos died about sixty-five hours after infect ion and on 
Ft 3. Xl 11 
Mrßt ; 1iß lamas (L) in the lunge of a rat (64 
toure aßt! r exi; usure ). 
ix 60 ) 
Y 
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post mortem examination larvae were found in the 
oesophagus and trachea, as well as in the lungs of 
anir*ls. As a result of this observation six mice, free 
of infection, were exposed by the combined method of 
infection (page 68 ). One animal gras killed every hour 
from the sixtieth hour after exposure until the sixty- 
fifth hour. 
The result of examination of the tracheat oceophague 
and duodenum showed that the parasite goss present in the 
trachea and oesophagus between sixty-three and sixty- 
five hours, and in the intestine sixty-five hours after 
exposure. 
Courparativo Study of tho Behaviour of IT. braoilionais 
mm 
Different Kindo of 1 vo t ro ntßlAni* 1e 
(1) Longevity of the Parasite 
The followin annals were used in groups of three=- 
albino rat©, white mica, vol©o (ricrotus agreotis) and 
guineapigs of ages varying between three to four weeks. 
Ibecal examination of these animals for U. brasiliensie 
infection had proved them to be worm free. 
Te te 
All animals were lightly anaesthetised (anaesthetic 
ether) and fixed in position abdomen up a. rds (Fig. Iil ). 
Each arAml van exposed to about two hundred infective 
Q4* 
lcrvac, nix days old, and counted at the edge of the 
filter paper. All the animals were left in this position 
for one hour after mich they wore released and each 
group kept in a separate cage. From three days after 
exposure the faeces of each group wore examined daily 
for the prosence of eggs. 
Ras ult (coo table IX) 
The albino rats began to pass eggs five dayo after 
exposuro and stopped passing eggs one hundred clays after 
exposures 
The mice began to pass eggs six days after exposure 
and seven days later eggs ceased to, pans in the faoceo. 
The hamstern were found to pass eggs six days after 
exposure and four week8 after exposure eggs ceased to 
be panned, 
In the cotton rate very few eggs were passed seven 
days after exposure and ceased to occur from four days 
later. 
Tho vole9 and gaineapigs did not pa so arm egge at all. 
(2) Rguig of migration inBide the b2dZ O: r_expertmental 
ant trials 
Aniunlß Used 
The follows animals were used in troupe or fourteen=. 
albino rats, albino mice, cotton rats, hamstorn, volee 
and guineapigs of ag®s Taryit2; between three and six weeks, 
v 
05. 
Table IX 
I. Ptxt2- arten 1"Uosuro when 
Anltul teere passed (coaat coated to 
Albino rats 5 days 1040 daya 
Albino mice 6 days 13 days 
xamotorc 6 days 28 drays 
Cotton rate 7 days 11 caps 
Voles Nil 11ii 
Guinaapiga Teil Nil 
pas 
rode of Infection 
Animals were lightly anaesthetised 17 anaesthetic 
ether and exposed to infection by the 'combined method 
described on page 5$. The animalo wer© exposed to a 
largo number of infective larvae. To facilitate exposure 
and examination all animals were not exposed to infection 
at tre same time. 
Larvae Used 
Infective stage larvae six days old cultivated on 
the Petri-dish were used for the infection of these 
experimental animals. 
Technique Used 
Two animals were killed from each group twelve, 
eighteen, twenty-four, forty-eight and seventy hours, 
and one and two weeks after exposure. The lymphatic 
960 
.vt glands 
(submaxillary, parotidp prssoapulart a illar 
precrural and pop2iteal), lungs and ors11 intestines 
were examined. 
sections zero prepared from the preorural lymphatic 
glands of rata twelve hours after exposure and from the 
saue glando of the exposed guineapigs forty-eight hours 
after exposure, Those glands were fixed in absolute 
alcohol, sectioned five to seven microns thick,, and 
stained either by Uioua'o stain or hacmtoxylin and 
e osin. r 
Result of Examination 
1) Two1vo r ours after exposure larvae were present 
in most of the lymphatic glands of the exporirental 
animals but not in the lun c or intestir l canal, In 
section the larvae Were proaent in the periphory of the 
preorural lyzgh gland of the rat. It was noticed that 
larvae wore to be found mostly in the cortex of the 
91ande without or with very slight inflation around 
them (see Fig, ' ). 
2) Eighteen hours after exposure larvae were present 
in most of the lyraphatio glands of all the experimental 
animals au %o11 as in the lun s# but not in the alimentary 
Canal. The cello of the intestinal walls of tho parasite 
in the lymph ; lands (soo table X) were observed to be t- 
a) faintly pigmented in rats and mice 
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b) well pi ; nted in cotton rata and hamsters 
o) highly pigmented in guineapigo and volco. 
In the lungs the cello of the intestinal tirallo of 
the larvae were observed to be highly pigmented in all 
the oxporimental animals except the rate and pica in 
which t1bey were not ao caarkodly picmented. 
Table X 
Degree of Pigmentation of the Cella of 
the I nt eetixl4; ß. 11a of Larvae 18 
Animal I Lymph Gland 
Rat I Faintlg pigmented 
Louse I Faintly pigmented 
Guineapig Highly pigmented 
Vole Highly pigmented 
Cotton rat Pigmented 
Hatt©r Pigmented 
Lungs 
Pigmented 
P=igmented 
Highly pigmanteý 
Highly Pigmente, 
1ti h1y pigments 
Highly Pigmente 
3) Twenty-four hours after exposure larvae gore 
present in the lymph glands of the cotton rata, hamsters, 
voles and guineapigs but not in those from the rata or 
the mice,. Larvae were present in the lungs of all, th© 
animals. No larvae were recovered from the small 
intestine of any of the animals (see table XI). 
4) The result of examination of the lymph glandD, 
lungs and nrrall intestines forty-right hours after exposure 
9a" 
was the same as for twonty-four hours. In the section 
made from the lymph Glands of the guineapigs the parasite 
was seen to be surrounded by a zone of inflammation 
forty-eint hours after exposure. 
Table XI 
Animal 
Presence of larvae 24 flours after 
Exposure in 
Lymph Glands Lungs shall Intestine 
Rat Nil Positive iiil 
1"oune Itil Positive ITIl 
Cotton rat Positive Positive Teil 
Hamster Positive Positive Tiii 
Volo Positive Positive Ni). 
Guineapig Positive Positiv© Nil 
5) Seventy hours after exposure larvae were present 
in the lymph glands of cotton rate, hamsters, voles, 
guineapigs but not in the lymph glands of the rats or 
the mice. Larvae were present in the lunge of all 
the animals seventy hours after infection. The parasite 
was recovered in the small intestine of the rata, the 
mice, the cotton rats and the hamsters, but not from the 
voles or the guineapige (see table III). 
6) One week after exposure dead larvae were present 
in the lymph glands of the guineapigs and the vole, but 
i 
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Table XII 
Preoeno© of Larvae 70 Houro after 
Exposure in 
Anical. Lymph Gland o+ Lunge + small Into et ine 
Rat Nail Positive Positive 
mouse Nail Positiva Positive 
Cotton rat Positive Positive Positive 
na=ter Pooitive Positive rooitive 
Vole Positive Positivo teil 
Guineapig Positive Positive Iii2 
Table XIII 
Presence of 'Larvae One Week after 
Exposure in 
AniiAl Lymph ßlande Lungs Small Intestine 
Rat Nil Nil Positive 
Mouse nil nil Positivs 
Cotton rat 2111 Positive Positive 
Hamster Ilil Positive Positive 
Vole Positive Positive liii 
Guineapig Positive Positive IIil 
not in the lymph rlande of the other aniruls (ace table 
XIII). The larvae were present in the lungs of the 
cotton rata, hamsters, voles and guineapiga, but not in 
the lungs of rats or mice. The parasite vae reooverod 
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one week after exposure from the small intestine of the 
rate and mice and recovered stunted in the hamrtor and 
cotton rate and was not recovered from the voles or 
guineapigs. 
7) Two weeks after exposure few dead larvae were 
present in the lymph glands of the guineapigo but none 
wore prevent in the lymph glands of the other aniuals 
(see table XIV)* The examination of the lungs of the 
anit mis revealed that no larvae were present in the rate 
or the mice r:. hile in the lunge of the voles, hamsters, 
cotton rate and guineapigs dead larvae were present. 
11o parasites were recovered from the intestinal canal 
of the nies, cotton rate, voles or guineapigs, but they 
were present in this organ in the rats and hamsters. 
Table XIV 
0 
Prooonoe of Larvae Two 'Weeks after i 
Ardmai 
Rat 
louse 
Cotton rat 
Hamster 
Vole 
Guinvapig 
Glad I Lungs f Intestinal Trae 
iiil 2iil Fosit ive 
nil liii nil 
nil Positiv nil 
roil Positiv Positive 
Iii]. Positiv Utl 
Positive rositiv Neil 
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£3) During tho macroso opic ©xac inert iono of the 
infected lymphatic glands of the different experimental 
Animals it was noticed that those glands were oonßeetod 
in the guinoapigo, volee, cotton rate and hamntoro 
%tilo those of the rat© and mice appeared to be normal 
in colour. 
Sections of the preorural lymphatic glands of 
experimentally infected rats and guinoapigo werd prepared 
respectively 18 and 48 hours after exposure, The 
result of examinations of these sections has shown 
a marked zone of reaction around the larvae in the 
lymph gland of the abnorral host, . the guinoapig (Pig. ), 
and a very slight or no reaction around the larvae in 
the normal hoot, the rat (pt)). 
The Degree of the Reaction in the Tissues of the Under. 
SgrfacO-29 the skin 
-of 
in 14 after the A liaftion of 
th© Infoctiv© Larva* 
Anianis Used 
Albino mice, about four ceoko old, and known to 
be froc of N. brnailionmio infection, were used, 
H©lminth Used 
Infective larvae of N. braailionsio, from five days 
old oulturoa, woro used. The edges of ton filter 
papora, tearing a largo number of infective larvae 
-K i"" ýý 
0 
9 
Fig. XIV 
Cross section of the preorural lymph g14nd of a 
rat showing the larvae (a) of N, 
___brasiitennim 
12 
hours after the exposure of the animal to 
infection. 
(x 
-oo 
Yig, xv 
Cross section in the preorural lymph gland of a 
guineapig showing. the marked reaction around the 
larvae of It. brasiliensis 48 hours after exposure 
in that abnormal host. 
/ 
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(eac' filter paper bore about 600 larvae) were put in 
a glaoo jar, as previously described in the mixed 
mthod of infection, containing about 10 o. o, of filtered 
tap water. 
Technique EmnloyeR 
Ten mice were dipped into the jar containing 
approximately 6,000 larvae and loft there for one hour 
after which the mice were removed to a clean glaoo jar. 
Two animals tare killed roapoctivoly 12,16,16,24, and 
48 hours after exposure. Each annul %a® pinned to a 
board and the skin va© dissected and the body of the 
animal removed. A macroscopic examination of the under. 
©urfaco of the akin wan carried out by the naked eye 
and aftervardo with a hand Iona. 
Result 
Raised haeaorrhagic epots were noticed on the 
undersurface of the akin in the animals) killed after 
the eighteenth hour of expocur©. A rkarked congeation 
of the tieouea around the superficial lymphatic glando 
of the body rao also observed Twenty-four 
hours after exposure the spots on the undorourfaco of 
the akin and the congestion around the lymph glands were 
noticed to subside and at 48 hours the congestion had 
disappeared. 
Pti3" XV I 
Under surface of the skin of a mouse (18 hours 
after exposure) Showing eked reaction &roundi- 
a) sites of the penetration of the parasite, 
b) axillary lymph ielands, 
o) proorural lymph ]4eß 
i 
-. l 
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Euºtrxr ry of the tnvoot1 ntfonn Cnrriod out on the 
raraoito (IT.. bratilionals) 
1) The hatching of infective larva on filter 
paper, unin, aetivatocl alumina an an absorbent, provod 
a catiofactory toohniquo for obtaining and counting 
infectivo larvae for the experimental work. 
2) Successful d©velopiont of the parasite was 
demonstrated by the following techniques of infection; 
porcutanoo"in, per oß, per rectum, eubcutaneoualy, intra- 
thoracically or intraperitoneally, but not when larvae 
were applied to the tail of the mouse. 
3) Dane3c of the akin is an important factor in 
facilitating the infection wits cnxi=m number of larvae. 
4) The behaviour of the larvae on application to 
the akin and during penetration wan studied. 
5) The greatest number of larvae was observed to 
penotrato the akin within half an hour of oxposure. 
6) It swan proved that the route of migration of the 
parasite to the lungs %an via the lymphatic eyotem and. 
not by tho blood, 
7) The larvae, after application to the surface 
of the akin, reach the lymphatic dlanctn of all exposed 
animle not before 12 hours after oxpoour© and the lungs 
18 hours after exposure. If the larvae were introduced 
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into the body cavity by injection tie titto talon for thorn 
to reach the lymphat io glands and the lunge zas usually 
longer than when peroutaneouc oxposuro was used. - 
a) The larvae did not progrous further than the 
Jänor, aX 
lungs in, 
ýboats auch as uinoapigo and vol©8. 
0) The-intestinal cells of the larvao in the lymph 
gland© or lungs of abnorm]. hosts are highly pigia3nted. 
I 
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stUdloo. on the T. Jole the T enio, Jnvadin, 7 ttelminth 
(ii. braeilieneie in f . otoriml Infection 
20 A, Dlication of Iatruj'. onto ýýJcro-orgnniamo and Infootive 
x, nrvno to the intnot Abdominal skin and thoir Rocovory 
from the 4)uboutaneouo Tisauen 
Expor irontal Ani als 
Albino rate and mico, of agoo varying between four 
and six weeks, were used. All animalo had been proved 
by repeated examinations of their faeces to be free 
from IT. braniliennis infection. In each oxporimrnnt 
throe groups of anim3lo were used. In Group flo. l 
infective larvae were applied to the skin, in Group IIo. 2 
bacterial emulsion cac only applied to the akin and in 
Group ITo. 3 bacteria plus larvae wore applied, 
! icro-organisris 
The bacteria used in these experiments were 
gtat vlococous aureus and : ýtreptoooocua pyoýýenes and 
consisted of forty-night hours nutrient broth cultures 
and cultures oozn on blood agar incubated at 37°C. which 
were mixed t oge. th er. 
The 1Te1i dnth 
The fnfectiv© stage larvae of U. braoilioneia 
used for the experiments vere cultured an proviouoly 
described on page ß ). The infective ota ;o l=-va©, as 
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recovered from to ®dgo of the filter paper, wore applied 
to the intaot abdominal akin, They yore not treated with 
any disinfectant, 
The infectivity of the larvae ran tooted by oxpooing 
two rate to Infection with the ear. culture of larvae 
as . used 
in each of the experiments, and in each case the 
larvae proved to be infective, an eggs of the parasite 
were recovered when faecoc wore examined a rook after 
oaposure. 
Toohni2ue Fplo 
Animals worn amouthot coed with other and nocurod, 
abdomen upwards, as previously describad. in the per-- 
cutaneous method of infection (Figs ii1). The hair ums 
clipped from a square in the middle of the abdomen of 
each anis&l and groat care was taken not to injure the 
skin. The site of exposure Ara© examined under a hand 
Iona. (: 12) to c ike certain that the skin tos quite 
intact and it was than damped with sterile filtered 
water. The bacterial culture groan on the blood agar 
was transferred to that in the serum broth and then to the 
prepared site in the animals of üroup 11o. 3.0.3 rut. 
of the eculoion of the selected organism, and COO 
infective larvae were applied. The same dose of 
emulsion only WaA applied to the cito in animals of 
Group 11o. 29 To group No. l only 500 infective larvae 
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were applied and 0.3 ml. of sterile filtered vter Was 
added. A quarter of an hour after exposure 0.3 ml. of 
the enuloion gras added to the selected site in each 
animal of Groups 2io. 2 and fo. 3, and 0.3 a]., of sterile 
filtered eater to the animals of croup N3o. l. To insure 
the penetration of a maxi%mm number of parasites into 
the subcutaneous tissues the animals were kept nocured 
in position for. two hours, after dich the site of 
exposure and the area around it were disinfected by the 
application of 5w tincture of iodine. The animals wore 
than killed by ohloroforxra. tion and the abdoniral akin 
was aseptically dissected exposing the under surface of 
the akin at the site of infection. All procedures wore 
carried out an aseptically an possible. A platinum 
loop was used to cake smears fron the subcutaneous 
tissues under the site of infection in groups 2 and 3, 
and these wore Inoculated into nutrient broth rodia thich 
wan incubated at 37°C, for twenty-four hours. : iub- 
cultures wore cide from these broth cultures on serum 
and blood agar plates. Iorphology of the colonies of 
bacteria and smears on clidon were examined to note whether 
the bacteria used in the experiment had been conveyed by 
the larvae into the subcutaneous tisauoD. 
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1r vorirent ITo. 1 (: 3ta r), 1 1ococcun aureua) 
croup 1- Five rata (6 rreeke old) were exposed to larvae. 
Group 2- Five rate (6 weeks old) were exposed to bacteria. 
Group 3- live rats (6 weeks old) were expoood to bacteria 
and larvae. 
This experiment =3 repeated on three cubeoquent occasions. 
The result of all the experiments showed that no bacteria 
were recovered from the subcutaroouo tissues of the 
rata (group 2) exposed to bacteria only. In the twenty 
rats (group 3) Which viere simultaneously exposed to 
Staph auro us and infective ©tag© larvae the micro- 
organic= Staph. aurcue were recovered froca the cub- 
cutanoous tissues in nineteen cases out of twenty. In 
a few of those oases other bacteria (soo table XV) were 
also recovered. A Gram-negative bacillus and a strepto- 
coccus were recovered in all uniwalo of croup MIo. l. 
Experiment IIo. iI (Streptococcus pyogenes) 
This experiment uoin ; : Str: pyö nee vas conducted 
on the came linen as in the firnt experiment. Fifteen 
mice were used and this expertmont van not repeated* 
The result (ac illustrated in table xVI) showed that no 
bacteria were recovered from the tnico in Group 2 vJhile in 
Group 11o. 3 the micro-organism Otr. pyogenev van recovered 
from each animl in the group. A Gram-negative bacillus 
and a otreptoooccus were recovered from all the mice in 
Group YTo. 1. 
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Table XV 
rat 
No, 
1 
w 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1? 
1© 
19 
20 
1icro-'orcanisms recovered from the eubautanooua tis uee 
Rata of Group 1 Rata of Group 2 Tate of Oroiup 3 
A Gran-negative ITo bacteria 
bacillus wore 
and recovered 
Streptococcus from those 
organisms rats 
3taph. aurous 
Staph. aurous 
taph" auroun 
-=tapp. aurous 
otaph. aurouu 
3taph. aurous 
3taph. aurou© + Gra : - 
nogative bacilli 
Jtaph. aureus 
Staph. aur©us 
Staph. nurous 
staph, aurous 
Staph, aurous 
Staph, aurcus 
$taph, aurou0 
Staph, aureue 
Staph, aurous + Gram- 
negative bacilli 
Stappe aureus 
staph. aureus 
Staph* aureus 
I egat ive 
11 G, 
table XV I 
Conolunion 
From the above n_ontioned experim©nta it a©©ms 
reasonable to conclude that the larvae during penetration 
of the akin introduced the pathogenic bacteria thich 
were recovered fron the ouboutanoous tissues after the 
application of bacteria andinf©ot. ivo stage larvae to 
the intact abdominal okin. The fact that bacteria other 
than the one used in the oxporimont ( cxporivont x9 Group 
IIo. 3) wer© recovered euggooto that thane bacteria were 
adherent to the cutiolo of the parasite and were either 
of faecal origin or were present on the akin. The animalo 
which mere exposed to the parasite only (Group 1) have 
proved to favour the penetration of micro-organisms into 
the ouboutaneoue tiosu©s. 
ill* 
o c entit of ;. ore of tt, c , faro-orjnnisr. 2noIdo anti or 
Acir erertto the ..; urfc cc of Infective Zarvao from Normal 
Cultures 
Techniguo . mIloyed 
The infective ©tage larvae, five days old, used for 
thin study were cultured tos previously doaoribed on 
pag©49. A piece of the edge of the filter paper# 
containing larvae, me cut and hold by a pair of forceps 
in auch a way as to leave the larvae at tho edge of the 
filter paper free. The edge of the paper bearir43 the 
larvae me exposed to the surface of a blood agar plate 
and only the anterior part of the larvae which protruded 
from the sheath was allowed to touch the medium, l hen 
the larvae were in contact with the surface of the agar, 
they migrated onto the medium, Qhich ran aftermrdo 
incubated at 3700.. The larvae woro noticed tO move 
actively on the surface and into the agar. Another piece 
of the filter paperlp cut nearer to the odgo, me inoculated 
into a cooked moat medium. All the media were incubated 
at 37°C. for twenty-four houre. The micro-organiome which 
were recovered were kindly idontifiod by Dr. =Cloy of 
the Bacteriology Department, London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical ibdicines London. These org . nicme wore: - 
N 'fey` .: +u 
t 
fý t 
f 
s' e -.; Cis 
1*' 
Pig" XYII 
Longitudinal section of dir bbrawil i sn_ is larva, 
stained with Gioma's stain, showir ; highly pigmented 
bodies Which appear to be Inside the body of the 
parasite and *ioh h&ve the appearance of mioro- 
orguniems. 
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1) B____Q colt (5 atra ina ) 
2) iiaomolytio otroptoooocuo (2 strains) 
3) otroptoaooous fRecalin 
4) Cl. tertian (non-pathogenic) 
S) Cl, oodorntiens 
6) Ono of the Clostridium group (not identified) 
The above mentioned organimn were also domonotrated 
In direct emeare and cultures thich were coven from the 
faeoo© of rata infected wit', IT. branilicnota. 
Thin findig auggoota tl-at the faecal bacteria 
recovorod from the curfaco of the larvao rxLy have boon 
utilized an food by the larvae (Fic. Xýn) or they may have 
been carried mechanically from direct contact with the 
faeo©s. 
4t2ye, of tile vioro-oMý. nio from the Iýýrný: litýt1o 
(O1ian'! s after tho ArD. 11cation of the HHelrninth ¬ rA 
Vioro-orf nisn to thoIIntact Skin M Iýrý 
Experimental Animals 
Albino mioep ag, oo about four wookoi and free of 
li. braatlionnin g vero used. 
Liar o-organi sma 0 
Twenty-four hours broth cultures of ätaxh. cureue 
and B. cerouo veers used. T'heco organismo were kindly 
ouppliod by the Baotorioloy Derarthent, London School 
of ITygicno and Tropical l. edic ino, London, 
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ITolninthio Latcrial 
The infective stage larvae of It., brasiliongis 
(5 days old cultures) uDod for the following, oxperiments 
were cultured as Previously describod. 
Technique 1 plojod 
As it had boon previously noticed by the investigator 
that infective larvae obtained from Petri-dish cultures 
r: oro contaminated with different strain of micro- 
organiomo it toes decided to iah the larva. o in different 
o', iemical solutions to minimico the number of bacteria 
adherent to the surface of the larvae. The following 
chomical disinfectants were ucedt- 
a) Lerourio chloride solution 0.002 In distilled 
water (1 in 50,000), 
b) rotasaiun pormanganato solution 0.02', '-, in distilled 
at©r (1 in 5,000). 
o) Acriflavin solution 0.02 In distilled rater 
(1 in 5,000). 
All oolutiono' croro oterilizod by autoclaviz ; tit a pressure 
of 1-1/2 atmosphere for 20 minutoc as aloo mas the 
filtered water used for ashing the larcrao. 
Procoduro 
1) Largo numbo rs of infect ivo larvae wore sun ponde d 
in a centrifuge tube in 5 c. a. of filtered xter. The 
larvae nura vaehod throe timoo with the filtered tutor 
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by cent H fug ing at 1,300 i, ov illut i ons or -. inu to for 
three mirutoo. 
0. ) Supernatant fluid wa3 di. 3carded and 10 mi.. of 
ccrourio chloride solution (4. oc 3) was added to the 
deposit and the centrifuge tube rau rolled juntlg between 
the palms of the hand and loft to stand for 10 minutes 
aftor ''iioh the tube m. a centrifuged (1,300 r. p. m. ) 
for throe minutes and the supernatant fluid vus diaoarded" 
3) The deposit vac va shed with filtered orator and 
centrifuged (1,300 r. p. n. ) for throe rninutou and the 
ouperno. tant fluid diecardod. 
4) To the deposit potassium parr ganate solution 
(10 ml. ) rme added and tbo solution mixed and suspended 
for ton minutes, after which the tube van centrifuged 
(1,300 r. p. m. ) for three minutes and the supernatant 
fluid was removed. 
5) The deposit Was vanhed with filtored water and 
the ouspension contrifLtgcd for three minutes (1,300 
r. plm. ) and the supernatant fluid removed, 
6) The deposit wao mixed with 10 ci]* of acriflavin 
solution (0.2 ) and suspended for ton minutoo. 
7) The tube tae centrifu,; cd for throe minutes 
(1=300 rip. ui. ) and the deposit ras vaehod three times 
in filtered water. 
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ß) The last vaohiný,; ran discarded and to the final 
doposit 5 m1o of filtered water woro added to zke a 
uniform cuspansi on. All procedures were, carried out as 
acoptically as poociblo using a sterile pipette for 
each vcaohinc. 
The anir il crag socured to a board, abdon n down- 
card, as for the porcutanoouu infection illustrated in 
fiý. it . The anterior part of the body waa raiced hither 
than the rust of the body by the help of cotton wool* 
The too of the loft hind limb of the animal was dipped 
tu ¬ L; lao aai, oule 
(dia for ß, r, 4 height Icen. ) containing 
a rr xturo of 1/2 c. o. of the r . ot1ed larval ouojlension 
arid 1/2 c. c. of a nutrient broth culture of the bacteria 
-ucod for each experiment. The animal uus 
loft in that 
position for to hours after : ich the glans capaile 
van removed and the toe dried with absorbent cotton tool 
and then dipped in 5, i Dettol solution for five minutes, 
and afterwards the animl was released in a clean Class 
container. Twenty-four hours after exposure the animal 
area killed and the skin of the abdorren dissected and 
tho riu t W. left pr©crural 1yi h ; lands were removed 
coparatoly and nach inoculated into a nutrient broth 
aulturo and incubated at 37°C. for 24 bourn. All 
aa®pticnl precautions vcrc t¬ ken during the dissection 
and different instruwanto core used for each lymph glad.. 
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=". xpori . ßnt 21o. 1 
1/2 c. o. of a w4 hours nutrient broty-! culture of 
: Starh. nurcua and about 5 infective larvae (=a abed) 
of IT, brastitonnio worms applied to t'-e loft foot of tho 
hind limb of each of five mice. 
: xncrirront Iioe2 
1/2 c. c, of a 24 hours nutriont broth culturo of 
1, corou' and abtut 300 infoctivo larvae of N. brasilionnie 
(t tod with antlsoptice) wore applicd to tho left 
of the hind limb of each of five mica. 
Result of the ! xporiments 
in both : periQents 1 and 2 amars woro prepared 
ooparatoly from broth cultures of tho . eft and right 
precrural lyxmph 4; lando of each animal and otainod with 
Oran"a stain. The ronult of tho ©xa-mination, as illustrated 
ia rabla X1119 has cho n that the corrca,. andt ; micro- 
organisms Coro recovered from the precrural lymph gland 
of the loft rind limb in all the aninnia, while the right 
proorural lyrupb- 61and rot fined sterile in every case. 
Pico©o of the lunk; a of cacV animal wore flattened and 
oxat inad under the microocopo and all the anicrals proved 
to be infoctod with the holminth paraa; to. 
Conclusion 
, ihn rocovcry of to Mier o.. orCan1em . fron t`1Q lymph 
t , land dzainiu the dito of infaction vuuj.; ovsto t? iat the 
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paraaito durir penetration my have facilitated an 
entry for the bacteria into the body tionuo or the 
bacteria my have been carried in by the parasite during 
migration to the lymph gland. 
Table XVII 
Noo 
of 
Expert- 
Mont 
lIe. 
of 
Animal 
no suit of tho smear examination mado from 
culturoo of tho proorural lymph glands 
24 hgurs- fo ex oeuro 
Left lymph gland of K Cht lymph f; 1 0 
hind limb hind limb 
1 £taph. aurouo Negative 
2 staph. -nureue uegat ive 
1 3 3taph. aureuo Negative 
4 ataph. aureus negative 
5 3ta . aureun Vegativo 
1 B. oercuo Negative 
2 B. corous Nogat ivo 
2 3 Be cereus Negativ© 
4 'EIo corous flogat ivo 
5 B. corouo negative 
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'Y, o similtaneoun A iaation of Bacteria and V! 
Numbers of Infeotivo Larrao of fl, braniliennie to tim 
Intaot Skin of Jinimla 
The procedure in all the oxporimonto in this 
investigation me as follovs: - 
Iýýerifrontal Animals 
All tho experimental animals (mice and rate) had 
bean proved by repeated examinations of their faoooo to 
be froo of IT. brasiliencis infection and were divided 
into throe equal groups. 
croup I wan oxposod to simultaneous infeotion of 
infective larvae and bacterial oculoion. 
croup II (control) wo oxposed to tho came dose of 
bacterial ©c . lßton as used in Group I. 
Group III (control) caa exposed to the eau number 
of larvao usad in Group I. 
The Ricro-organi omb 
Virulont young broth culturoa, of 24 hours growth, 
of the following micro- organiome woro uned: - 
1) $ treytocooouo pyogenes 
2) strertooocouo egut 
3) zlmonella tythi-mriurn 
4) Bacilluo anthraoi® 
S) Clostridium chauvoei 
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The virulence of tho cultures to achieved by panning 
the strain of bacteria through a curies of Wividual© 
of the same epooien, inoculating the animals ono from 
another in succession. The pathogonicity of the emulsion 
wan tested by inoculating it cuboutaneous]y into onitm le 
using different dosos, The done of bacterial eculcion 
to rhich the skin of nach animal was exposed vas never 
below that of the minir urn lethal doze. 
The Parasitic fel rr4inth 
Infective stage larvae of t:. braoilionni© wore 
hatched on filter papor au previously describad, Those 
larvae were not treated with any dioinfootant and wore 
applied to the skin after boin 
,, counted on 
the edgo of 
the filter paper. It vJa. s arran od that one animal from 
Group I and another from Urcup III were oxpooed to 
equal numbers of larvae from the edge of the carne filter 
laDer. 
Teohniguo mplo od 
All the animala of the three equal groups were 
lightly ana, ooth©tißed with othor and secured to a board 
as illustrated in Fig. III. Tho hair on a square of the 
diddle of the abdouion or the back van oltFped carefully. 
The cite cao afterwards datiped with distilled eater. 
To the site of expocure in each animal of Group I and 
12G. 
üroup II a dose of a 24 hours broth culture vao 
applied and an equivalent volumo of distilled ranter 
equal to that of the dome of bacterial emulsion ciao 
applied to the site in each animal of Group III. An 
equal number of infective larvae was then applied to the 
alte in oach animal of Group I and Group III. To keep 
the cite of exposure damp and to facilitate the entry of 
a large number of larvae, the doeo of bacterial ©tnlcton 
uted or its equivalent of diotilled rater vio aj: pliod 
to the site on four times; ouoceßoivoly at intervalo of 
about ten minuted. The anir, lo were kept in position 
for two houro, after lAoh the site of expooure and the 
area around it were firnt wiped with 5, Dettol solution, 
then ten minutes later with a 5%) solution of Tincture of 
iodin©, after abler the area of exposure vmo loft to dry 
and the site wad covered with adhesive planter to 
prevent the animals becoming infected with bacteria via 
the mouth. .. ach animal wac released in a clean Llons 
containor. Different numbers of larvae wore applied with 
each bacterial emulsion, namely, 200 in the first 
experiment, 400 in the second experiment, 600 in the 
third and 800 in the fourhhexportmont. 
It was noticed that some of the experimental animals 
in Group I, a fortnight after oxpoouro, did not die wion 
injected euboutanoouoly with a doco of bacterial omuloion, 
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of 24 hours' growth, of the camm organism used in the 
experiuont, rbile moot of the controls died when injected 
subcutaneously with tho micro-organism. It was considered 
advisable subsequently to inject an a routine, all the 
animlo bleb were still alive in each experiment, 15 
days after original exposure, with the sacs micro-organism 
used in the various ©xporimonto. 
(1) The Application of qtr. pyotzenon and Various iTumbw 
of 7 ect, ive I. u ae to thoIntnot.. _ 
Skin 
Fx orirrent tlo. l 
1Fifteen youn4j mico, about 4 weeks old, vor© divided 
into three equal croups. 
The total done of bacterial emulsion applied to the 
site of exposure in each animal of Group I and croup II 
was 2. G ml, 
Two hundred infective larvae, 5 days old culture, 
were applied to the site in each animal of group I and 
Group III. 
Results ults 
1) There was no mortality anion, ©t the anirrnla in 
the throe groups but when they were inoculated 3uboutanoounly 
each with 1/2 0. o. of a 24 hours broth culture of 3tr_ 
pyo, (),, onesq a fortnight after tho original exposure, they 
all died. 
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2) All animals of croup i and Group III w©ro axaminod 
daily fron tho fifth day after oxposur© and all wore 
found to be infected with T. bra©ilionsio and eggs wore 
recovered in the fac oo nix days after oxposur©. 
Experiment To. 2_ 
i: xporiraont 1 o. 1 was ropentod on fifteon uAco* 4 
wocka o] d, USIA g the same technique oxcept that t-o nucnbor 
of larvae rra Increased to 400 per animal in croup I 
and Group III. 
Z3e cult B 
1) No mortality resulted until 15 days when each 
animl in the throe groups capo inoculated suboutanoously 
with 1/2 c. o. of a virulent 24 hours broth culture of 
: qtr. pyogonoa, when they all died. 
2) All tho animals of Group I and Group III wore 
found to be infootod with IT, branillonoin, 6 days after 
the original exposure. 
porit-ont Tto. 3 
The carte prccedure ac described before waa carried 
out on fifteen micro of four weeks old. A2 coo, doDo of 
the bact©rial e., luloion : qtr. r; oaanea, a 24 hours virulent 
broth culture, wall applied to the cite of ©xponur© in 
each aniual of Group V and Group II, pia hundred infective 
1 23. 
larvae! 5 days old culture, wore applied to the alte in 
each animal of Group I and Group III, Each anii l in the 
three groups was injected subcutaneously with 1/2 c. o* 
of a virulent, 24 hours grovrth, broth culture of Str, 
pyogenee fifteen days after the original exposure. 
This experiment van repeated twice r; akin the total 
number of mice used In Zxporimnt (III) 45 (15 mice in 
each urcup) 
itofl ultfl 
The result of the experiment no ourmarisod in table 
xsnl I was s- 
1) No mortality occurred within 14 doye after the 
original exposure. 
2) Eggs of 11, branili©naio were recovered in the 
faoooe of all ani ilo in Group I and croup III cix days 
after exposure. 
3) The result of the eubcutanooun injection of the 
bacterial euulsion 15 days after the original exposure 
wafl=- 
a) Two animals out of fifteen died within 
24-43 hours, after injection, in anirnale of 
Group I. 
b) All 15 animalß of Group II died within 
24 hours after the cuboutancouo inoculation 
of . the micro-organietn. 
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c) Fourteon Pico out of 15 in group III died 
within 24 hours aftor the , uboutanaaua inoculntion 
of the bacterial cmuloion. 
In all anicnalj - rýrich died after to oubcutanoouo 
inoculation of the bacterial orulaion, the organiam mo 
domcnotratod ty amoaro . do from the ouboutan©ouo tiaauo 
at the alto of inoculation. 
ti: x rimont !: o. 4 
The sar o procedure as doscrtbod above was carried 
out on eighteen nice (divided into three equal F; roups 
) 
of about four weeks old. A2 mle done of the bacterial 
emulsion Str. p ouenes, a 24 hours virulent Growth' gras 
applied to the alto of exposure in each animal of jroup 
I ant Group II. Wight hundred infective larvae, five days 
old culture, were applied to the .. i to in each animal of 
Group I and roue III. Each of the animals remaining alive 
fifteen days after the original exposure was injected 
ouboutanocucly with 1 cal, of a 24 hours growth culture of 
Str. nsopenos. 
The rosult of the exk criment as cum= toed in 
table XIX vast- 
(1) 110 mortality occurred within the fourteen days 
after the original exposure in Group II. In croup I five 
animals out of six died between 60 houro und 3 days. In 
Group Ill three animals died between 3 and 4 days after 
expocuro. 
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(2) The result of the oubcutanncuo injection of 
the bacterial oriul: ion (1 c, c, brot' cultuj: e) fifteen 
days after original oxpoauro vas: - 
n) The romainina mou3o from Group I did not 
die and it Wu discarded fifteen days after 
injection, 
b) All anirrn. l3 of Group II, 6 mit©, died between 
24 and 48 hours after t'e subcutaneous inoculation 
of the micro-organiom, 
e) The roaaini K; 3 mice of Group III died 
within 24 hours from the time of injection, 
Conclusion 
These ro : pult up although th9y have been obtained 
from a few animlo, suggest that the amount or bacteria 
Which might have entered the body of the anirl through 
the it Tauion of the larvae was not enough to cause death 
when the number of larvae applied was 200 and 400* ,. hen 
6C0 larvae wore applied an immunity was set up against 
the micro-organism used in the experiment. -on 800 
larvae were applied a large number of animals died which 
way be duo to the toxic produced by the invasion of a 
large number of bacteria, or aziy be duo to the da e 
caused by the parasite during migration into the ticauee, 
or bot}i. 
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(2) The Application of Str. o ui and Various ITumbors 
of Info tivo I rune to Intact 'Skin 
The clam, tooVniquo as mentioned on pago($IQ) vac 
carried out on the following experiment. 
Experiment ITo. l 
Fifteen aico, about 4 wooke old, were cIividod into 
three equal groups. The total dono of bacterial otrnuloion 
applied to the site of exposure in each animal of group I 
and croup 11 was 2.0 ml. Six hundred infective larvae 
from a5 days old culture were applied to the dito in 
each animal of group I and Group III. Each of the animals 
rorninin oliv© in the throo croups was injected sub- 
cutaneously with 1.0 ml, of a virulent 24 hours ; ro vth, 
culture of st r. equi fifteen days after the original 
exposure. 
This experiment vats repeated twice raking, the total 
number of mice ucod in the ©xpcrir ont forty-five nice, 
15 animals in each group. 
ne cult n 
1) Mo mortality occurred, wit1 in 14 days from, the 
tine of tho origiml oxpocuro, in any of the animalo 
in the three groups. 
2) Eggs of IT. braailionoia were recovered in the 
faocoa of all animals in Group I and Group III six days 
after exposure. 
11,290 
3) The ronult of oubcutanaous inoculation of the 
bacterial erulnion 15 daiyo after the original cxpouurc 
was as followo: - 
a) One mouoo out of fifteen died within three 
days of the inoculation, in the animle of 
Group I. 
b) All the mica of Group II died 3 to 4 dayß 
after inoculation. 
c) All the mice of croup III died 3 days after 
the inoculation. 
In all tho animals Obich died after the ouboutancoun 
inoculation of the bacterial ©uiulcion, the orraniom 
(Str. egui) was demonstrated by swaro . de from the 
subautanocuo tissues at the cite of inoculation, 
xxperinent Ito, "' 
This cxpcrimont was carried out on a total. of 45 
mice (divided into 3 equal groupe) on the sa o lines 
an i xperii cnt Noel, except that the nuribor of larvae 
applied to each untuixl in group I and group III was 
Increased to about 8U0 infective larvae fron the 5 
days old culture. 
Results 
1) No mortality occurred within the 14 days after 
the original exposure in any of the animals in croup II. 
ý) In Group Ho. I twelve mice died between three and 
13U. 
four days aftor the original exposure. Uulturoo wore 
made from cuboutanocuc tiosuoo at the aito of application 
of tre larvae and bacteria from each dead mouse and 
each culture wan inoculated into an uninfeot©d mouse. 
All twelve mice thus inoculated died with 3troptoooocuo 
infection. A control mouoo claa inoculated v-itr the cauu 
dose of sterile nutrient broth solution and the mouse 
did not die. 
3ý In croup 1.0.111 Wino mice out of fifteen died 
botwoen 3 and t dayo after expoour©. Cultures tore made 
from the blood of thooo dead animals and were incoulated 
into uninfected mice in dosca of 1/2,1 and 2 mlo of 
a 24 hours, dronth culture and all the injected mice 
died, urieara ado from thoco animals doronotratod 
various groups of orr; anis which rare not identified. 
Control animals were inoculated with sterile broth media, 
equivalent to 'the doso of bacterial emulsion used and 
none of thou died, 
T'iftoen dayo after the original exionure all 
living animalo in tho thrco groups woro inoculated 
ouboutaneoucly cob with 1 mi,, of a 24 hours virulont 
gro zth and to r©ault vac:. 
a) Ikone of tho roEmininsj three mice of Group I 
died and they v6-oro discarded two weeks lat©r* 
b) 111 mice in Group 11 (15 rake) died within 3-4 
days from the t ino of injection. 
Me 
c) The fivo r©Tainim, - mice In .: roue III died within 
3-4 dato aftor the injoot ion. 
t3) The ltnnoouo Ainlicttt tonofi nfoctive Larvae of 
u. rronilioncii o and Bacterial Emxlcion of : gale tyrhi 
muriurn to Unsecured Mlimlo 
=porir onta1 Anirnlü 
iiigitoon young mice of about four woekn old, and 
free of I. brauilionois infection, were '+ivided into two 
equal groups. oroup I was exposed to sirultanoou© infection 
of bacterial ©=laion and infective larvae in a ; lass 
jar. :. rcup II was exposed tu the care deco of bacterial 
cmulcion only. 
The ricro-ornanirm 
A twonty-four hours growth culture, broth r.,. cat 
medium, of tynhi-murium incubated at 3700, ran 
unad. 
Helminthio ) atortal 
The infeotivo stage larvae of T. brasilionoio 
(5 days old culture) werd cultured ao previously desoribod. 
The edges of filter papers bearir about five thousand 
infective larvae wuro added to 10 c. co of distilled 
water, 
Technique . Jm , 
1o ed 
Two sterilised Clans jars (A & B) of heicht 14 cm. 
and diameter 12 cm. were ucod as containers for the animals 
during ©xpooure. 
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- To jar (A) 10 c. o. of distilled water and 3 0.0. 
of tho bacterial omulzion were add©d, 
Ton o. oe of the distilled raator boarinL the 5000 
larvae and 3 c. c. of the bacterial emulsion viere added 
to the jar (B). Hine mice wore placed in each jar and 
left there for two houro, after which each group vas 
tranoferred to a clean glass receptacle. 
Rosults 
Two mice from Group B died 60 houro after exposure 
and the rest of the animalu died a day later. Cultures 
were code from the lunge of theca animals and :. almonella 
organisms were recovered in czmare prepared frog: the Be 
cultures* six rice were inoculated ©ubcutanocusly with 
varyinj donos of the bacterial emulsions (from the lunge 
of the dead mice) 0.1,0.2, ß 0.3,0.5 and 1 mle ir©opoct ively. 
Anothor two mice were each inoculated with 1 ml, of sterile 
cooked moat broth. The result was that all the nix mice 
died the next day and the two control mice did not dis 
and they were discarded two weeks later. 
no mortality in Group A occurred and the mice were 
diocarded throe vooko after oxponure. 
(4) T ho Simultaneous Exnooure of Anirm1e to an E-mulaion 
of J. anthraai s and Infective Larvae of ii. flrastltonsis 
The same procedure and technique desarfbod on ugo(Ii9) 
was used in the follovrir ©xporimento. 
133. 
lrxporicrxint TTo. I 
Itine mice of ages about 4 weeks old were divided 
into three equal groups. All animals were lightly 
anaoßtreticed and secured abdomen downwar'do. A full 
platinum loop of a twonty--four hours growth culture, 
broth media, of B. anthracia was applied to the alte, of 
exposure in each animal of Group I and Group IT. To the 
" alte of expoaur© in each uninmi of Group I and Group III 
oight hundred infective larvae were applied at four 
occasions (200 infeotivo larvae each). The sites of 
eapoeuro in all the animola in the three 'groupu were kept 
damp by pipdtting distilled mater on to theme This was 
carried out for about one hour after which the animals 
were kept ©eoured in position for another hour. The sites 
of oaposure were disinfected with iQi forialin solution 
for five minutes and then with 5; v tincture of iodine for 
another five minutes. The sites were covered with adhesive 
plaster and the animals were released and kept individually 
in a clean glass experimental container. 
The Result 
1fo mortality occurred in any of the animl8 of the 
three groups within two a0eku -after exposure. Two weeks 
after exposure all the anin le (in the three groups) 
were then injected subcutaneously with 1/2 C. O. Of a 
24 hours broth culture of B thra. cin. The reculto wore: - 
134. 
1. All animals in Group II and Group III died 
within loco than 24 hours from the time of tho subcutaneous 
inoculation. As the animals died blood films, obtained 
from the tailsp were immediately examined for the presence 
of 13. anthrecis. The blood amears from all the animals 
proved positive. 
2. üo mortality occurred among the animals in Group 
I durin&- the 2 week poriod and they were dootrayed. 
ý: xporir: ent 11o4,2 
i perimcnt 2to. 1 ras repeated on nine black hooded 
rata, aged About 4 weeks old, divided into three equal 
groups Twenty-four hours after the original exposure 
the animals were re-exposed to infection in the care 
manner and kept under obserration. 
The Re cult 
Y.. All animals in Group I died within 48 hours 
after original exposure and D. anthrac ie an demonstrated 
in the blood films and in 24 hours broth media cultures. 
2. No mortality occurred amongst animals of Group 
II and they were discarded and destroyed. 
3. Two animals in Group III died three days after 
the originsl exrosure and the third died three days later. 
Blood was inoculated into broth media and the following 
organisms were demonstracedi.. 
135. 
(a) Grace-negative -bacilli 
(b) Ori anio z13 ßorrholo6ically rooerabling i. tetani 
(cý streptococcus orj anion. 
(g) ,p oral t oct it ono a Rabbit and uuincapigß with 
iotacorcariao of ]n. eoiolo. ; i&a. ntica 
The metao oreariae used in this eaperi=nt Qere 
supplied by Dro r. L. Le floux. 
; cxioriTrßnt tl0.1 
An : ng1iel. rabbit was fed at 1- p. m. on 5-11-52 
crf th a cetaoercariaCl, ohßci at 7.30 p. m. on 4-11-52 and 
oncyotcd to a bltdo of gras::, of inocio1a ý; i, zantica. 
Tho rabbit died on 15-1-53 and the pout rnort©ni findings 
were: - 
Livor flukes wore recovered fro= the liver and paritonoal 
fluid. There Mre adiöaaiono between the strall intestine 
and the abdominal peritoneum. At the cites of adhesions 
there were abaceeies. Abocessee were also noticed in the 
meeontorio lymph glands. Peritonitis ma well narked and 
there was an accwrulation of serous fluid in the abdominal 
cavity. The liver showed marked chant©s from tbo normal. 
There Caro many scattered abscesses in the liver and the 
hopatis lym; A-L gla 3o. The liver contained necrotic 
tracts vindirn;; in all directiona. Culturasi Toro prepared 
from the liver, in broth meat aadia, and smears veto 
propared and a clostridium organism ran roeovored from 
136. 
those cultures. Thooo findings vioro kindly confirez, ed by 
ton© Department of 13aoterioloZy at this Inotituto. 
1F: xporiTrAnt Iioti 
Itin© guin3upign about ono month old were Mvi dad 
into throo oqual groups. 
(; rau I 
. gor animal of this group vau fed with 6r tacercariao 
of F. rigutian ©noyoted an bladoa of grans. 
Grvui! 11 
! ntta1s of thlo group were not fed r: it`i zotaoorcririae. 
Cyr auf III 
, ach animl in Group III was fed vitb 6 matacercariao 
of I. i a, tica eneyoiod on bladoo or Qrroa an in . group I. 
].: material Used 
Cl. chauvoei ortani9 , kind]. y cuppliod from the 
nactorioloF; y Dopartment of this Inatituto, were used in 
this experiment. 
To obtain toxin free nicro-organiarr3, a 48 hours 
growth culture (on blood czar) eao eked and contrifugod 
twice Frith otorile norml saline for 1/4 an hour at 3000 
revolutions per minute. To the residue, ztorilo normal 
Ealing wan added to cmko an e rulci on of 10 coo To 
ascertain the presence of Cl. chauvoet a platinum loop 
of trio emulsion was 3orra on blood attar : todia. Cl. 
chQuvoei" organinra were recovered after 24 hours culture. 
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Eich animal of Group I and Group II wan inoculated 
intraperitoneally, 24 houro after the feeding of the 
rctaocrcariae, aitih 2%2 c. c. of this exatlsicn and each 
group =a kept coparately in a opocial capo. 
Th© "teealt 
(1) Toro animals from Group I died 3 wecke after the 
date o: Injection, The third one died 23 days after the 
injection. 713crotic ienicne and tracts windin in all 
directions in the liv©ro of those three animals were 
noticed. Coct iono v Are prop arod ' f'roii one of these livers 
and the presence of necrotic tissue naa ccnfirrxad. 
Culturoa worc m do from thooc livers and C1. otºnuvoei and 
otr©ptoooooi orgcnisms warc demuonstrated* 
(2), ITo mortality occurrod among animals of Group II 
and Group III within this period. 
n is animals wore kept under obscrn ticn for two months 
and tho result v a3: 
No morality occurred aion; the cicala of Group II. 
One cnima. l from croup III diod five rweeks after the 
fc3edirn; or the metacorcariae wii3c tho rest of this group 
died to vooka later. 
Pout 1 orten Vindirwa 
The livers of thwwo anittlo (Group I and Urcup III) 
were found to be neorosed, : ltipla ab5ceeaoa and necrotic 
138. 
tiaouca were also noticed an tlluntrutod in riC. . 
C1ootridiura organiom wore rocovorad from cultures 
proparod from tlwoo livoro. IZo attempt v--. a13 L ado to 
identify them. 
In other oboorvations on guinonpiaa ©xporirrantally 
infected with motaccrcariae of R. gi zntica, ? Dr. P. L. 
Lo Ilcux noticed that thenever these animals died, L1, 
chauvoei organisms vero prouont in th®so infooted livers. 
Concluaien 
Al tho ;i the numbor of anir. ia1fl used in 
th03Q 
experiments was fers yet the reI)ulto eug oat Vho 
tollowina s- 
(a) Thu reason Why (1: _cha 
i oraaniama, toxin fr©e, 
vien inoculatod intraporitoncally into the animalo of 
arcrsp U did not cause mortality, rrayy be bacauoo condittono 
zero unfavourable for their multiplication* iýut in 
croup 1 larvae nipratix into the ticaues of the liver 
and trara cau3tnJ; tissue . neorocio, mieait havo brcuA-ý A 
about the aptirum condition for the , tltiplication of 
th033 organisa3., thu© cousin; the mortality in the 
, gu+_ neaiigs. 
(b) Than animlo died which wore fed only with the 
rrßtacercariao, Clostridium ar, anioms rare recovered frcm 
their livoro. This my havo boon duo to tho z tural 
occurronco of those orguniLY1s in tho liver there they had 
Fig. XV I II 
Liver showing absoesees (indicated by arrows) ,j 
necrosis and cirrhosis in a guineapig that died 5 
weeks after having been infected with FaeGiola 
gigantioa. 
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the opportunity of multiplying, When necrotic looion3 were 
caused by tho Migration of tro larvao. 
14 0. 
I)incu88ion 
On variouo occasion o cover-1 invcoti ; atom, oueb as 
's 311ock and Uaudot (192o) t Kavzaniohi 
(1929 & 1032)p 
ralvoz and JIa biont (1918), 8oydzumi (1927), p iourio 
(1937), Podyapoloktaya and Dodorva (1937), Stoin et al. 
(1939), Shopo (1941) and Do BBitook and Janoon (1944). 
have cuccoedod in tboir atto : pto to prove t}at some 
parasitic holrc: int e facilitate the oritry of pathok; onic 
bactoria or virucoc into the body tiaou©e of anicall 
otter trj diroot truri3miaaion or as a roault of the 
daze o they oauao. Other workorß, howevor, c . r.. c]y, 
Joyotu-. and T3aor (1029)ß Taylor and iluro' aso (1931), 
Carno and ioßo (193,2)p and Taylor (1935) could find 
no evidence that akin lesions which sight have bean 
caused by the ) olminth played any part in the entry of 
pathogenic bactoria into the hoot. 
it to voll known that the firnt two larval atageo 
in the life cyclo of nerit tedos bolonrjing to th-,: iupcrfraT. ilav 
T}U)flU OIAiý. h. havo a froo»livtn axiotenco. : curing thin 
tir^o, tho larva r"hich hatches from the egg foedo actively, 
und©rgooo two moults and grows conoiderably before 
roacl'ing the infoctivo ataao, hon it is ready to invade 
a definitive hoot. Undor natural conditiono this intornal 
develop-mcnt takes place in the faecce, which have been 
deposited by the infected hoot on ground likely to be 
141" 
oontarainatod clitºh various baot©ria. In the laboratory 
k. cCoy (1929) cuccoedod in hatahind e,;, ga of . vncyloetotra 
caninum in agar culturen of 22 different kind© of bacteria, 
and the larvae developed to the infective stage. Lapa, go 
(1933) has pointed out that infective larvae roared on 
cultures of Be coli my contain, in their intootinoo, 
bacteria picked up from those cultuioo before they have 
become onahoathod. 1 avnnichi (1029) recovorod various 
bacteria from the surface of Anoyloatorra larvae. .,, hope 
(1941) demonstrated tint the pik, lung-, Lworni Yotaatron r lue 
olon'atua and Ch oerostron:, 2ylun puc3ondotoetuo yore capable 
of harbouring avrino influenza virue and of tra nemittiria 
it. The author has recovered different otraine of micro. 
organisms . from the body surface of infective larvae of 
it. braoiliencie. 
If, thereforo, pathot; onio bactoria are pro8ont in 
faccoa in thich infootivo larvae devolop, those bacteria 
might remain alive lonj anou b, inside or on the ourface 
of the larvao, to be inoculated directly into the body 
tissue of the hoot during; the invacton eit} or via the skin 
or muccuo mombran©o. 
Tho natural barrioro (akin, roopiratory, tract! 
alimentary tract and Bonito-urinary tract) of tho body 
of a healthy hoot are uoually contaminated with bacteria 
vhiob do not normally gain acceon into tro body tioouos 
142. 
unlooo one of thooo natural defence barri©ro to dams od 
anti r©nd©rod cuacoptiblb to invaoion. 
If bactoria aro proaorit on the akin ofp or within, the 
infoctive larvae during tho ponctration of the booten 
akin, tbo bacteria may Cain occoao to the body tioaueo 
of the invadod root. Tho dotrirental effoct on the 
hoalth of tho. aniial in ouch a nano dejondo upon the 
number of larvae pcn©tratin6 the akin or the tiocues and 
on the virulence of the micro-organisms vhich &; wined 
access %7ith the holminth larvae. If the number of 
bacteria to cmull ttiey may be olitiiinatod by the natural 
dofono©u of t? ho body. If the bacteria aro not effectively 
oppoood, thoy rzy brook down the natural 4tofonco 
mechanism of the body and cauco diocaco, In nor. canoe 
the numbor of bacteria and their virulence may bo such 
that the host does not chow any ill effects but dov©lops 
for a tiro an is unity against further invasion. 
Larval rýhtcr uiocranica'ly injur© the rrucous tmbrano 
of to intostinos may cauoo t"o inoculation of normal 
bacterial flora or pathogonic bacteria, if present, into 
the tissues of the root. The bacteria which enter the boy 
through the intestinal tract, if introduced into the 
lymphatic voa3olo, must Fans through at least throe group 
of lymphatic 1lando. In the case of N. brasilienstn cZJ 
143. 
findirge are that migration of tho larvae is via the 
lympbatios. `bla cu eBta that bacteria which are introduce 
by bal inthic larvae any be arrostod and dootroyod in 
the lymph nodes and that their destruction there wy 
result in the production of an ltn=nity. If the number 
of inoculated bacteria to ; reat coma of trot., may not be 
destroyed and disease results* 
1arasitia holcninths c, h. ooa larval otagoo migrato in 
the body tissues a. g., Aseaaria, chintosorrn, Facciola, 
Ancylostorm, 114 brnailionaio, etc. are tuo all likely to 
cause losiona i hic' may bring, about favourable conditions 
for bacterial invasion and devolopn nt. 'shun we have 
the exarapl©o of black dicoaco in ch©epq haono "rha: , 
ic 
aeptioaomia. in anical3 and contagious bovino plouro. 
pneumonia in cattlo which are associated with Frxsoiola 
Invasion. Again thore are the exar:, -ploo of parasitic 
larval ho lcrinth e migrating in the lungs dr ing th o cruc ooa 
and allowing; pathojtenic bacteria to gain accoec to that- 
organ to cot up such diccacce as tuberculosis, contagious 
bovine plcuro-pneumonia, oto. q through inhalation of 
droploto containing bacteria, virus, or fungi. 
Tho adult parnsitio holminth in the alit ntcry traot 
of the host to naturally surrounded by bacterial flora 
and it le difficult to l3ay whether tho3o ho1minthn cause 
any dzuzt o eich r ijht allow pathogontc bacteria to gain 
144. 
entrance through the lociono. if it to true that those 
paraoitoo secrete an anti-cougulum, a further study Is 
needed to discover whothor that secretion or other coor©tiono, 
if prosont, have an antibiotic action against the rathogonic 
bacteria* if that i3 so this may explain rAiy so= workers 
maintain that the parasite, d oc o not play arr r ol© in 
cottiz ; up a bacterial infection. But those workers' 
conclusions are invalidated bj the fact that nono of 
them oon3iderod the po:. aibility of the bacteria having 
boon destroyed and an icmunity octablialiod, 'hey did not 
toot their ©xporirntal animals for an ir: munity against 
the micro-organiorie used, after oubjoctiný, them oiuultalleouoly 
to larval hholflintho and bacteria. 
V. hilo investigotir the fato of tho larvao of jj; L 
brantlionoio in abnormal Konto it +rßß noticed that although 
tho infoativo larvae invadod ouch anian1o they did not 
roach t'o into©tine and completo their life cycles is it 
not thorofore pocoiblo that thin invasion of an abnorral 
bout by infective larval holmintho, rabic}' must often occur 
under natural c cndi ti ono, may be responsible for the 
introduction of baotorln or the oxponuru of the abnorml 
hoot to bacterial or virus infection? For exaf:: ple, the 
dace caused to the lunWs of children by the larvae of 
Toxocara canin cay prodiapooo their lunto to bacterial 
or virus infections. i"oroover, thin invasion of the hoot 
by abnormal para itoo, ccoompaniod t; y dioeacc-producing 
145. 
aSontfl, tray ootriblißh an it unity cti ain3t thc3o ciiuca3oo. 
In naturoll ac V -o abnorrrn1 holminth ýi ou -. nog roach 
maturity in he hofft it iri difficult to dononutrato ito 
proconco and ttho part it playa in to production of 
dioeaoo or igarnity. 
. ýurrýýrnry and C onoluai on 
From the result , of r exporimontn it o-L! oru trat the 
parasites do play a role in faoilitatint pathogonic 
micro-organiarm in j; ainind accost) to a oucooptible hoot. 
1t coons reasonable to accept that the caucation of 
diceaoe in the invaded 'hont pill depend on the numbors 
of larvae Coining access and on the number of and the 
virulonco of the bacteria introduced by t-©a. 
116. 
Add ©tuluci 
'Ciao author nor. vinhoo to confirm Luckor'o 
findin;; o (1936) that tho first moult of tho larvac of 
2.. brauilionato door occur at about 32 houro aftor 
the hator. lnh of the oha incubatod at 28CC. 
14'. 
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